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PROSECUTORIAL ADMINISTRATION
It is by now well known that federal prosecutors hold the reins of
power in individual federal criminal cases. They have almost unlimited and
unreviewable power to select the charges that will be brought against
defendants. Prosecutors have also been a driving force in the political arena
for mandatory minimum sentences and new federal criminal laws.
But prosecutorial power over federal criminal justice policy goes
deeper still. Because of the structure of the Department of Justice, prosecutors
are involved in other areas of criminal justice policymaking. Indeed, we are
living in a time of “prosecutorial administration,” with prosecutors at the helm
of every major federal criminal justice matter.
This Article describes the current regime of “prosecutorial
administration” and explains why its consequences should concern anyone
interested in a rational criminal justice regime that is unbiased in any
particular direction. It focuses on three areas of criminal justice policy –
corrections, clemency, and forensics – and describes how these matters came
under the aegis of the Department without much concern about the conflicts
they would create with the Department’s law enforcement mission. It is a wellestablished feature of institutional design that agencies with competing
mandates will adhere to the dominant one. In the case of the Department of
Justice, that dominant mandate is undoubtedly law enforcement and obtaining
convictions in particular cases. As a result, whenever conflicts arise (or appear
to arise) between this mission and other functions such as corrections,
clemency, or forensic science, the law enforcement interests (as perceived by
the Department’s prosecutors) will dominate.
Thus, if decisions about corrections, forensics, and clemency are being
made by prosecutors – and thus through the lens of what would be good for
prosecutors and their cases – it is possible that these decisions are not
accounting for what would be good policy overall, taking into account interests
other than law enforcement. Indeed, even if the goal is law enforcement,
prosecutors are not well-suited to take into account the long-term goals of law
enforcement because they are focused on the short-term pressure of dealing
with current cases.
The Article thus turns to the question of how institutional design could
help create more of a balanced approach in these areas that is not so tilted to
law enforcement concerns. After making the case that institutional change is
feasible in at least some areas, the Article tackles the question of what changes
could yield positive results in each of these areas and what tradeoffs they
entail.
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INTRODUCTION
The federal system is now the most punitive jurisdiction in America. In
a nation of skyrocketing incarceration rates that eclipse those of any other
country, the federal government can lay claim to the dubious honor of being the
most punitive of all. Over the past decade, the federal prison population has
increased four hundred percent and at a rate nearly three times that of the
states.1 Federal prisons currently house more inmates than the prisons of any
single state. 2 During 2011, the number of criminal defendants increased to an
all-time high of over 100,000.3
1

Paul J. Hofer, The Reset Solution, 20 FED. SENT. REP. 349, 350 (2008).

2

As of Dec. 31, 2010, there were 209,771 prisoners in federal prison. The closest state was
Texas, with 173,649 prisoners. See PAUL GUERINO ET AL., BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, U.S.
DEP’T OF JUSTICE, SER. NO. NCJ 236096, PRISONERS IN 2010, at 14 (2011), available at
http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/p10.pdf.
3

CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS, JR., 2011 YEAR-END REPORT ON THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
14-15, available at http://www.supremecourt.gov/publicinfo/year-end/2011year-endreport.pdf
(last visited July 12, 2012).
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Elected officials certainly bear the lion’s share of responsibility for this
state of affairs. Congress and the President, no matter what political party they
belong to, have passed one harsh federal criminal law after another, ignoring
the advice of experts.4
But we did not reach this state of affairs by politics alone. The role of
prosecutors in setting criminal justice policy across a range of areas has been
critically important. It is, of course, well known that federal prosecutors hold
the reins of power in individual federal criminal cases. They have almost
unlimited and unreviewable power to select the charges that will be brought
against defendants. In 95% of cases, defendants plead without a trial,
succumbing to prosecutorial demands.5 Prosecutors’ selection of charges and
their decision whether to file a motion for a sentencing departure typically
dictate a defendant’s sentence as well.6 And prosecutors have often been the
driving force in the political arena for mandatory minimum sentences and new
federal criminal laws.7
4

William J. Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law, 100 MICH. L. REV. 505
(2001); Rachel E. Barkow, Administering Crime, 52 UCLA L. Rev. 715, 734-735 (2005).
5
According to the United States Sentencing commission, “[i]n fiscal year 2009, more than
96 percent of all offenders [pleaded guilty], a rate that has been largely the same for ten
years.” U.S. Sentencing Commission, Overview of Federal Criminal Cases—Fiscal Year 2009,
at 3 (2009), available at
http://www.ussc.gov/Research/Research_Publications/2010/20101230_FY09_Overview_Federal
_Criminal_Cases.pdf.
6
See Rachel E. Barkow, Institutional Design and the Policing of Prosecutors: Lessons
from Administrative Law, 61 STAN. L. REV. 869, 876-77 (2009) (noting that “prosecutors often
have a choice of charges, which often, in turn, means a choice of sentence as well” and that “a
prosecutor’s decision about what charges to bring and what plea to accept amounts to a final
adjudication in most criminal cases”).
7

See, e.g., Drug Mandatory Minimums: Are They Working?: Hearing Before the Subcomm.
on Criminal Justice, Drug Policy, and Human Resources of the House Comm. on Government
Reform, 106th Cong. 144–53 (2000) (statement of John Roth, Chief, Narcotic and Dangerous
Drug Section, Criminal Division, Dep't of Justice) (arguing in favor of mandatory minimum drug
laws); Penalties for White Collar Crime: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Crime and Drugs of
the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 107th Cong. 102 (2002) (statement of James B. Comey, Jr.,
U.S. Attorney, Southern District of New York) (asking for tougher white collar crime penalties).
In addition, although the United States Sentencing Commission is an independent agency in
the judicial branch, the Department of Justice has had a tremendous influence on the Federal
Sentencing Guidelines. The Commission typically takes the position being advocated by the
Department of Justice. See Hofer, supra note 1, at 351; Letter from Jon M. Sands, Federal Public
Defender, to Honorable Ricardo H. Hinojosa, Chair, United States Sentencing Commission,
(Sept. 8, 2008), at 3 (“The Department has routinely and successfully argued for increased
guideline ranges”). The Commission’s membership further reflects the dominance of
prosecutors. In almost every year of its existence, a majority of the Commission’s voting
membership has been comprised of former prosecutors. See Rachel E. Barkow, Administering
Crime, 52 UCLA L. REV. 715, 764 (2005). In addition, a member of the Department of Justice
serves as an ex officio member. Sentencing Reform Act, Pub. L. No. 98-473, ch. II, 98 Stat.
1837, 1987 (1984) (codified as amended in scattered sections of 18 and 28 U.S.C.). When the
Judicial Conference proposed the inclusion of a public defender as one of the Commission’s ex
officio members, the Department of Justice objected. The Commission’s response was silence.
It refused to stand by the Judicial Conference’s initial proposal to balance the Commission’s
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Prosecutorial power over federal criminal justice policy goes deeper
still. Because of the structure of the Department of Justice, prosecutors are
involved in other areas of criminal justice, including corrections, forensics, and
clemency. To borrow a phrase from Elena Kagan, who memorably observed
that the President’s control over the administrative state through a variety of
means amounted to “presidential administration,”8 we are living in a time of
“prosecutorial administration,” with prosecutors at the helm of every major
federal criminal justice matter.9
Whatever the merits of presidential administration, the consequences of
prosecutorial administration should concern anyone interested in a rational
criminal justice regime that is unbiased in any particular direction. If decisions
about corrections, forensics, and clemency are being made by prosecutors – and
thus through the lens of what would be good for prosecutors and their cases – it
is possible that these decisions are not accounting for what would be good
policy overall, taking into account interests other than law enforcement.
Indeed, even if the goal is law enforcement, it is possible that prosecutors might
be ill-suited to take into account the long-term goals of law enforcement
because they are focused on the short-term pressure of dealing with current
cases.
To be sure, law enforcement interests will exercise enormous political
power, no matter what the institutional structure.
But some institutional
structures are better than others at keeping those prosecutorial impulses at bay –
either by making it difficult for prosecutors to keep tabs on each individual
decision that gets made or by allowing an agency with a different agenda to
membership. See Letter from John M. Sands, Federal Public Defender, to Judge Ricardo H.
Hinojosa, Chair, United States Sentencing Commission (July 31, 2007),
http://www.famm.org/Repository/Files/USSC_Letter_Victims_Advisory_Group_7-31-07.pdf
(stating that the “Commission has, at least initially, decided to take no position on the proposal”);
See also THE SMART ON CRIME COALITION, RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION AND
CONGRESS 130 (2011), available at
http://cdpsweb.state.co.us/cccjj/PDF/Research%20Documents/The%20Smart%20on%20Crime%
20Coalition.pdf (arguing that “[t]he presence of a Defender ex officio would ensure that all
relevant issues are raised and receive timely and balanced consideration”); Richard S. Frase, State
Sentencing Guidelines: Still Going Strong, 78 JUDICATURE 173, 174 (1995) (noting that most
state sentencing commissions include defense attorneys and other interested parties, making these
panels much more broadly representative than the federal commission).
8

Elena Kagan, Presidential Administration, 114 HARV. L. REV. 2245 (2001).

9
In many respects, prosecutorial power goes far deeper than criminal matters. Prosecutors
effectively regulating businesses through the threat of criminal charges. See PROSECUTORS IN THE
BOARDROOM: USING CRIMINAL LAW TO REGULATE CORPORATE CONDUCT (Anthony S. Barkow &
Rachel E. Barkow eds., 2011). And prosecutors are often at the heart of national security
decisions as well, deciding when to pursue national security objectives through criminal cases or
other means. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 509A (2006) (establishing, through a reauthorization of the
USA PATRIOT Act, the National Security Division of the United States Department of Justice
for the purpose of combating terrorism and other threats to national security); Jane Mayer, The
Trial, THE NEW YORKER, Feb. 15, 2010 (describing the Attorney General’s decision to pursue
terrorists through criminal trials). This article, however, focuses on the extent of prosecutorial
administration in criminal justice issues.
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fully research and generate data on a topic of interest without being stopped in
its tracks by prosecutors at the Department before the agency can finish its
inquiry. This Article takes up the task of showing the flaws in the current
structure of prosecutorial administration and offering possible roadmaps for
improvement.
Part I begins by describing the current regime of “prosecutorial
administration” and its reach into a variety of areas beyond simple enforcement
of the law in an individual case. In particular, it focuses on three areas of
criminal justice policy: corrections, clemency, and forensics. Part I explains
how these matters came under the aegis of the Department without much
concern about the conflicts they would create with the Department’s law
enforcement mission. And as the conflicts began to emerge, the interests of
prosecutors trumped other concerns.
Part II explains prosecutorial administration as a matter of institutional
design. It is a well-established feature of institutional design that agencies with
competing mandates will adhere to the dominant one. In the case of the
Department of Justice, that dominant mandate is undoubtedly law enforcement
and obtaining convictions in particular cases. As a result, whenever conflicts
arise (or appear to arise) between this mission and other functions such as
corrections, clemency, or forensic science, the law enforcement interests (as
perceived by the Department’s prosecutors) will dominate.
Part III turns to the question of how institutional design could help
create more of a balanced approach in these areas that is not so tilted to law
enforcement concerns. It begins by first considering whether there is a political
will to make any changes at all, given the power of law enforcement interests in
the political arena. After making the case that institutional change is feasible in
at least some areas, Part III tackles the question of what changes could yield
positive results in each of these areas and what tradeoffs they entail. The goal
must be to strive for a design that would allow prosecutorial concerns to be
aired and addressed without overshadowing other concerns. Put another way,
while federal prosecutors should have general input in areas of the Nation’s
criminal justice policies to produce sound decision making – and as a political
matter, will have such influence, regardless of institutional design –they should
not dominate the process at the exclusion of other interests. Institutional design
can help curb some of that dominance.
I.

PROSECUTORIAL ADMINISTRATION

The Department of Justice today is, by any measure, a behemoth.
Consisting of 39 separate components,10 with over 116,000 employees,11 it is
one of the largest federal departments.12

10
U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Organization, Missions and Functions Manual, Overview,
http://www.justice.gov/jmd/mps/mission.htm (last visited July 14, 2012).
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The Department as such, with the Attorney General at the helm, was
not created until 1870. The position of the Attorney General came much
earlier, with the passage of the Judiciary Act in 1789. But for most of the
Nation’s early history, the AG’s function was relatively modest, consisting
largely of providing the President with occasional advice on legal matters.13
Indeed up to the Civil War, the Attorney General’s office has been described as
“basically a one-man operation.”14 The AG did not obtain the authority to
oversee U.S. Attorneys (called district attorneys until 1870) until 1861.15 The
AG was named the head of the Department at its creation in 1870.16 The
purpose of the 1870 Act creating the Department was to eliminate redundancy
among legal advisor offices within different departments and consolidate
control over criminal justice within a single Department.17 The Department’s
role remained relatively modest, however, because there were so few federal
criminal
laws
at
the
end
of
the
19th
century.18
As federal criminal law expanded, so, too, did the responsibilities of the
Department. The first wave of increased federal jurisdiction came with the
adoption of the Eighteenth Amendment and Prohibition.19 Another burst of
federal criminal legislation came with the New Deal, with a particular focus on
regulatory offenses.20 But the biggest growth spurt is the most recent,
beginning in the 1970s. Of the federal criminal laws enacted since the Civil
War, 40% were passed since 1970.21 Each of these expansions in federal law
11

U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, FY 2011 PERFORMANCE AND ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT I-6
(2011), available at http://www.justice.gov/ag/annualreports/pr2011/par2011.pdf.
12
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MGMT., Employment March 2012, FEDERAL HUMAN
RESOURCE DATA, http://www.fedscope.opm.gov/employment.asp (last visited July 14, 2012) (not
counting the military or Veterans Affairs, it is the second largest department after the Department
of Homeland Security).
13

Indeed, until 1853, Attorneys General were able to combine their legal duties with
private legal practice. See HOMER CUMMINGS & CARL MCFARLAND, FEDERAL JUSTICE: CHAPTERS
IN THE HISTORY OF JUSTICE AND THE FEDERAL EXECUTIVE 155 (1937).
14

JAMES EISENSTEIN, COUNSEL FOR THE UNITED STATES: U.S. ATTORNEYS IN THE POLITICAL
AND LEGAL SYSTEMS 10 (1978).
15

Act of Aug. 2, 1861, ch. 37, § 362, 12 Stat. 285.

16

The AG has the authority to make rules and regulations for the Department and to
supervise U.S. Attorneys under the Department of Justice Act, Act of June 22, 1870, ch. 150, 16
Stat. 162.
17

JAMES EISENSTEIN, COUNSEL FOR THE UNITED STATES: U.S. ATTORNEYS IN THE POLITICAL
AND LEGAL SYSTEMS 221-225 (1978).
18

Rachel E. Barkow, Institutional Design and the Policing of Prosecutors, 61 STAN. L.
REV. 869, 884 (2009) (“Federal criminal law barely existed prior to 1896.”).
19

Sara Sun Beale, Federalizing Crime: Assessing the Impact on the Federal Courts, 543
ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 39, 41 (1996).
20
21

Id. at 41-42.

TASK FORCE ON THE FEDERALIZATION OF CRIMINAL LAW, AM. BAR ASS’N, THE
FEDERALIZATION OF CRIMINAL LAW 7 (1998).
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prompted a corresponding increase in the number of federal prosecutors and
prosecutions. A growing population of federal inmates eventually necessitated
the construction of federal prisons and a new prison bureau to oversee their
management. The growing federal inmate population also led to an influx of
pardon applications, which prompted the creation of an office to process those
clemency requests. Law enforcement tools and techniques also changed over
time, with science and technology pushing toward the development of a federal
identification system and national laboratory for forensics.
As the expansion of federal criminal law placed greater strain on
corrections and the pardon process, and as science and technology advanced,
Congress faced a choice of where to put the responsibility for addressing these
issues: within the Department of Justice or elsewhere (perhaps in a newly
created agency or an existing Department outside of Justice). Congress spent
little time mulling over the decisions and ultimately settled on the Department
of Justice at each juncture. These decisions at the time were far from irrational.
When the decisions were made, the new bureaus were so small, and their
functions so limited, that it did not seem to matter a great deal where they were
placed. And it was efficient and saved resources to place them with an existing
agency instead of creating a new one. Moreover, the Department’s overall
responsibilities for criminal justice were also still relatively slight. Federal law
criminal law was still in its infancy, and tough on crime politics had yet to take
hold. If not fully documented or studied, it was at least rational for
policymakers to assume that the Department of Justice could make professional
judgments in each area in which it governed without being unduly influenced
by its other functions because no one function seemed to dominate its agenda.
This Part tells this story in greater depth, explaining the how and why
the decisions were made to place corrections, clemency, and forensics within
the Department. These initial decisions were critical, because by the time the
incongruence between the Department’s core prosecutorial mission and these
more peripheral functions became apparent, bureaucratic inertia and the modern
politics of crime made changing course more difficult.
A.

The Bureau of Prisons

At the Nation’s founding, federal criminal law was virtually nonexistent. As a result, there was hardly a need for a bureaucracy to administer it.
Pursuant to the Judiciary Act of 1789, the U.S Marshals had authority over the
sparse number of federal prisoners.22 The Marshals were appointed by the
President and operated independently of the Attorney General, so there no
mingling between prosecution functions and corrections. Moreover, the duties
of the Marshals themselves were limited because federal prisoners were housed

22
As late as 1890, the federal government still had fewer than 2,000 total prisoners. DALE,
CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN THE UNITED STATES, 1789-1939, at 118 (2011).
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in state and local jails.23 As the number of federal prisoners gradually
increased, Congress created a designated agent, first within the Department of
the Treasury and later within the Department of the Interior, to help determine
the placement of individual prisoners.24
It was not until the establishment of the Department of Justice in 1870
that the Attorney General assumed responsibility for federal prisoners.25 But the
decision to give the Nation’s chief law enforcement officer control over the
prisons sparked almost no debate. This is unremarkable, as there were still no
federal prisons at that time, and few federal inmates. All that was at stake was
the administrative control over where among state and local jails to place the
relatively small number of federal prisoners. The AG’s power as a law
enforcement officer was also relatively narrow at this point, as federal criminal
law was hardly a major political issue of the day.26 Thus the notion of a
potential conflict between the AG’s responsibilities was not immediately
apparent.
By the end of the 19th century, federal criminal law expanded and the
federal inmate population grew sufficiently large that Congress moved to
establish the first federal prisons. With a greater federal presence in criminal
law enforcement, policymakers began to confront the wisdom of combining
enforcement and prison administration within a single department.27 Attorney
General Augustus Garland supported housing both functions in the Department,
urging Congress to provide for the construction of a federal prison and to
establish a prison bureau within the Department of Justice.28 In 1890, the
House Committee on the Judiciary agreed with this recommendation.
It was during the debate over this law that concerns were first
expressed that the Department might have a conflict of interest between law
enforcement and prison administration functions. In particular, Representative
William McAdoo29 objected to the notion of placing prisons under the Attorney
23
Dale, supra note XX, at 10. The Marshals’ duties were so limited that, in addition to
transporting prisoners and serving warrants, they were also tasked with conducting the decennial
census until 1870.
24
PAUL W. KEVE, PRISONS AND THE AMERICAN CONSCIENCE: A HISTORY OF U.S. FEDERAL
CORRECTIONS 14 (1995).
25
CUMMINGS & MCFARLAND, supra note 1, at 225; Act to Establish the Department of
Justice, 16 Stat. 162, § 15 (1870).
26

At the end of the 19th Century political attention was focused mainly on the increasing
expression of “extralegal justice,” “popular justice,” or “rough justice” within the states. The
importance of federal criminal law took a back seat to local issues such as jury nullification and a
sharp rise in lynching. See Dale, supra note XX, at 90–96.
27

By 1895, there were 2,516 federal felons held in state prisons. KEVE, supra note XX, at

28

21 CONG. REC. 783 (1890).

26.

29

McAdoo served in Congress only briefly and later went on to serve as New York Police
Commissioner.
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General’s authority, finding it “eminently improper to give to this officer the
charge of disciplining the prisoners whom he has prosecuted and convicted in
the courts.”30 McAdoo seemed most concerned that prison administration
responsibilities would negatively affect law enforcement decisions, because one
responsible for administering prisons would have incentives to see them fully
occupied, which could lead that person to overcharge if he was also responsible
for bringing cases.31 Because of this conflict, McAdoo proposed giving the
Department of Interior supervisory responsibility for the federal prisons.
But McAdoo was essentially a lone voice on this issue, as his
colleagues did not share his concerns. First, because the AG was already
responsible for assigning prisoners, they argued that it made sense as a matter
of administrative efficiency to grant him authority over the newly constructed
federal prisons.32 In addition, they noted that all but two European countries
placed prison administration under the control of a Minister of Justice or
comparable official.33 And they pointed out that Interior had enough
responsibilities already without being given more.34 When McAdoo failed to
win support for his views, he withdrew the amendment and the House voted to
place prison administration under the Justice Department’s control.35 The
Senate approved the measure – now known as the Three Prisons Act – in
1891.36
The question of the AG’s possible conflict of interest lay dormant for
almost four decades after the federal prisons were created.37 Then, in 1928, in
30

21 CONG. REC. 792 (1890) (statement of Rep. William McAdoo).

31

21 CONG. REC. 873 (1890) (statement of Rep. William McAdoo). As noted in Part II, the
more likely concern given the modern politics of crime is the opposite – prosecutorial interests
are likely to influence prison administration decisions. See infra XX-XX.
32

Id. at 876 (statement of Rep. John Henry Rogers).

33

Id. (statement of Rep. John D. Stewart).

34

Id. (statement of James B. McCreary).

35

The final vote in favor of the bill was 116 to 104, with 108 members abstaining. 21
CONG. REC. 892 (1890). The principal disagreement, however, was over the necessity of federal
prisons to begin with, not the wisdom of placing prison management under the Attorney
General’s authority.
36
Originally, the Senate version of the bill proposed an independent committee to oversee
prison construction, but similarly delegated ultimate control over prison management to the
Department of Justice. 22 CONG. REC. 2925 (1891). The Senate ultimately enacted the House
version of the bill. 22 CONG. REC. 3564 (1891).
37
The federal prisons, while nominally under the control of the Attorney General, were in
practice governed by individual wardens who operated largely independently. See Keve, supra
note XX, at 92. See also Edgardo Rotman, The Failure of Reform: United States, 1865-1965, in
THE OXFORD HISTORY OF THE PRISON: THE PRACTICE OF PUNISHMENT IN WESTERN SOCIETY 151,
167 (Norval Morris & David J. Rothman, ed., 1998). In 1908, the Attorney General created the
office of the Superintendent of Prisons, who, along with a minimal staff, was tasked with
supervising the federal prisons and surveying conditions in state and local jails, which still
housed most federal inmates. After 1910, the superintendent also served as the third member on
each of the newly established federal parole boards. Because of these responsibilities, he did not
have the time or the resources to provide much oversight.
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response to reports of mismanagement and overcrowding at the three
institutions, Congress held a series of hearings on the prospect of creating a
Bureau of Prisons within the Department of Justice that would exercise more
robust central control over federal prisons. At those hearings, questions were
once again raised about the possible conflict of having the Nation’s chief
prosecutor operate the Bureau.
This time there was a new factual basis for an argument in favor of an
independent prisons bureau. By 1929, all of the states had established
independent prison commissions or bureaus.38 And although state structures
varied (and produced varying results),39 a movement toward rehabilitation in
the late 1800s led many states to focus on the need to make prison management
more professionalized.40
Congress, however, seemed uninterested in the state experience or
testimony about the desirability of an independent bureau. The outgoing
Superintendent of Prisons drafted a bill that passed both houses with little
debate and without a recorded vote.41 Thus, the establishment of the Bureau of
Prisons in the Department met with little resistance and limited discussion.
And once established within the Department, there has been no serious
call for the Bureau’s removal. Until the early 1980s, it was hardly clear there
was a conflict that required remedying. As late as 1974, a Bureau official noted
that “[t]he Bureau is a small, non-political part of the Department of Justice and
certainly not the most visible; we have traditionally been low on the department
priority list.”42 Indeed, for much of its history, “[a]ttorneys general have done
little to interfere with the daily management of the Bureau.”43 As a result,
Bureau officials long pursued a more reformist agenda than one might expect
38

Federal Penal and Reformatory Institutions: Hearings Before the Special H. Comm. on
Federal Penal and Reformatory Institutions, 70th Cong. 80-81 (1929) [hereafter 1929 Hearings]
(statement of James Bennett).
39

Georgia, for example, established a Prison Commission in 1897, and its three members
were initially elected by popular vote. PRISON INDUSTRIES REORGANIZATION ADMINISTRATION,
THE PRISON LABOR PROBLEM IN GEORGIA 2-6 (1937). After serious abuses at its prisons came to
light, Georgia shifted the structure of its prison authority, ultimately adopting a five-member
Board of Corrections, appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the state senate.
ALBERT B. SAYE, A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF GEORGIA, 1732-1945, at 460 (2010) (citing
sections of the 1945 Georgia Constitution, which created a five-member State Board of
Corrections, appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate, for staggered five-year
terms). California experimented with several different board structures made up of gubernatorial
appointees. SHELLEY BOOKSPAN, A GERM OF GOODNESS: THE CALIFORNIA PRISON SYSTEM, 18511944 at 2-51 (1991). In 1895, New York established an eight-member State Prison Commission.
REBECCA M. MCLENNAN, THE CRISIS OF IMPRISONMENT: PROTEST, POLITICS, AND THE MAKING OF
THE AMERICAN PENAL STATE, 1776-1941, at 201(2008).
40
SHELLEY BOOKSPAN, A GERM OF GOODNESS: THE CALIFORNIA PRISON SYSTEM, 18511944 at 70 (1991) (describing this shift in California).
41

72 CONG. REC. 2158 (1930); 72 CONG. REC. 8576 (1930).

42

Id. at 109-10 (quoting Norm Carlson, former Director, Bureau of Prisons).

43

Id. at 109.
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from an agency under the authority of prosecutors. For instance, the Bureau
was one of the first correctional systems to implement a community corrections
program through “a series of halfway houses of its own to help offenders
nearing the end of their sentences to prepare for their release back to the
community.”44 And “[w]hereas in 1996 more than half of the state prison
systems had one or more consent decrees or court judgments concerning the
conditions of confinement pending against them, the Bureau had none.”45
But times have changed, and there are signs that in recent decades the
Bureau’s placement in DOJ has muted its voice for corrections reform. For half
a century after the Bureau was established in DOJ, the federal prison population
remained relatively stable at roughly 20,000 prisoners.46 Starting in the mid1980s, the federal prison population started to spike, and has quadrupled since
1990.47 There are now 120 federal institutions with over 212,000 prisoners.48
But the BOP witnessed these enormous changes in virtual silence.
As the ABA recently noted in a letter calling for new leadership to
“reinvigorate the agency,” the Bureau has been “slow and grudging” in
adapting to this drastic expansion of the prison population and has lagged
behind many state systems in developing innovative programs for women
prisoners and those with families, imposed unnecessary restrictions on
admission to beneficial treatment programs, been haphazard in preparing
prisoners for release, failed to respond to the needs of the growing population
of non-citizen prisoners, and resisted sensible suggestions for change as
exemplified by rejection of the National Prison Rape Elimination Commission
recommendations that reflect prevailing state policy on cross-gender searches
and supervision.49
Margaret Colgate Love attributes the “BOP’s institutional sclerosis . . .
to its place within the Department of Justice.”50 She argues that “[a] career-led
BOP has become captive to the Justice Department’s prosecutorial agenda.”51
As an example, she notes that it is difficult for the Bureau to lead the charge on
downsizing the prison population by reducing recidivism through reentry
44
John W. Roberts, The Federal Bureau of Prisons: Its Mission, Its History, and Its
Partnership With Probation and Pretrial Services, 61 FED. PROBATION 53, 55 (1997).
45

BOIN, supra note 26, at 112.

46

Letter from Bruce Green, Chair, ABA Criminal Justice Section, to Eric Holder, Attorney
General, May 6, 2011.
47

Id.

48

Id.

49
Id. The ABA also criticized the Bureau’s reluctance to use its sentence modification
authority to grant compassionate release to terminally ill prisoners so that they can die at home.
Id.
50
Margaret Colgate Love, Time for a Really New Broom at the Federal Bureau of Prisons,
THE CRIME REPORT, April 17, 2011.
51

Id.
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programs or other reforms – something that some state corrections departments
are doing52 – because of the potential conflict with the Department’s continued
pursuit of convictions and long sentences.53
The conflict between DOJ’s law enforcement mission and the Bureau’s
responsibility over corrections is not only manifest in the Bureau’s failure to
take a more aggressive role on corrections reform. It can also be seen in the
federal policy on the use of community correction centers (CCCs), more
commonly known as halfway houses. The Bureau had a longstanding practice
of placing some of its nonviolent offenders with short sentences in these
facilities when recommended by a judge.54 And on at least one occasion during
that time, DOJ affirmed the legality of the Bureau’s position.55
In 2002, however, the Deputy Attorney General asked the
Department’s Office of Legal Counsel to reconsider this practice.56 The
impetus seemed clear: the Bush administration was coming under fire “by some
Democrats for going easy on corporate criminals because of its close political
ties to Wall Street.”57 Department officials thus opted to change the Bureau’s
52
For example, the Georgia Department of Corrections and the State Board of Pardons
created the Reentry Partnership Housing (RPH) for Residence-Problem Inmates (RPI) project.
The project is designed to provide housing for work-ready convicted felons who remain in prison
after the Parole Board has authorized their release due solely to having no residential options. See
Reentry Partnership Housing, Georgia Department of Corrections,
http://www.dcor.state.ga.us/Divisions/OPT/Reentry/ReentryPartnershipHousing.html (last visited
July 24, 2012). The program also resulted in an estimated savings of $18 million. Award-Winning
Georgia Re-Entry Program Creates Housing Solutions, U.S. Interagency Council on
Homelessness e-newsletter, June 5, 2009, http://www.ncsha.org/story/award-winning-georgia-reentry-program-creates-housing-solutions (last visited July 24, 2012). James LeBlanc, Chief of
Operations for the Louisiana Department of Public Safety and Corrections, has also pushed for
reentry initiatives. LeBlanc started a reentry program at the Dixon Correctional Center when he
was warden there, and has made reentry a centerpiece of his system-wide reform effort. See
Cindy Chang, Prison Re-entry Programs Help Inmates Leave the Criminal Mindset Behind, but
Few Have Access to the Classes, TIMES-PICAYUNE, May 19, 2002,
http://www.nola.com/crime/index.ssf/2012/05/prison_re-entry_programs_help.html. Under
LeBlanc's plan, the pilot program currently in place at Orleans Parish Prison, along with a similar
one in Shreveport, will “eventually develop into regional re-entry centers, hosting all soon-to-be
released inmates from those areas. LeBlanc hopes that, someday, all local prison inmates will
graduate from re-entry.” Id.
53

Id.

54

Yana Dobkin, Note, Cabining the Discretion of the Federal Bureau of Prisons and the
Federal Courts: Interpretive Rules, Statutory Interpretation, and the Debate over Community
Confinement Centers, 91 Cornell L. Rev. 171, 173 (2005).
55

Statutory Authority to Contract with the Private Sector for Secure Facilities, 16 Op. Off.
Legal Counsel 65 (1992), as quoted in Todd Bussert et. al., New Time Limits on Federal Halfway
Houses: Why and How Lawyers Challenge the Bureau of Prisons’ Shift in Correctional Policy—
and the Courts’ Response, 21 CRIM. JUST. 20, 21 (2006).
56

Memorandum from Larry D. Thompson, Deputy Attorney General, to Kathleen Hawk
Sawyer, Director Federal Bureau of Prisons (Dec. 16, 2002), http://
www.justice.gov/dag/readingroom/imprisonment/htm [hereinafter Thompson Memo].
57

Eric Lichtblau, Criticism of Sentencing Plan for White-Collar Criminals, N.Y. TIMES
(Dec. 26, 2002), http://www.nytimes.com/2002/12/26/business/criticism-of-sentencing-plan-for-
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practice “to strengthen the hands of federal prosecutors in high-priority cases
like the Enron and WorldCom scandals. Officials say they are trying to signal
to reluctant targets in those cases that they should cooperate with the
government—or else.”58 While the Department memorandum condemning the
BOP practice intimated that the Bureau asked for OLC’s evaluation of the
policy,59 one judge called that description “disingenuous.”60 And, in fact, the
memo itself suggests the key motivating factor for the Department to take a
closer look at the policy: “BOP’s current placement practices run the risk of
eroding public confidence in the federal judicial system” by giving white collar
offenders preferential treatment.61
Given the policy concerns of the Department, it is hardly surprising that
it concluded that the Bureau lacked authority to place offenders in these
facilities because they did not constitute “imprisonment” under the Bureau’s
authorizing statute,62 even though imprisonment was broadly defined as “any
penal or correctional facility.”63 According to the Department’s interpretation,
the Bureau could use CCCs only pursuant to its statutory authority related to
reentry transfer, and thus could place inmates in CCCs for the final ten percent
of their term, up to a maximum of six months, but could not otherwise use
CCCs as a form of imprisonment.64
white-collar-criminals.html. While the Justice Department implied that its review of the policy
stemmed from a Bureau request, most accounts attribute the second-look of the policy as coming
from a Justice Department eager to show it was willing to be tough on corporate fraud. S. David
Mitchell, Impeding Reentry: Agency and Judicial Obstacles to Longer Halfway House
Placements, 16 MICH. J. RACE & L. 235, 245, n.45 (2011); Jennifer Borges, Note, The Bureau of
Prisons’ New Policy: A Misguided Attempt to Further Restrict a Federal Judge’s Sentencing
Discretion to Get Tough on White-Collar Crime, 31 NEW ENG. J. ON CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT
141, 179 (2005).
58

Michael Isikoff, Hard Time for Corporate Perps, NEWSWEEK (Dec. 19, 2002),
http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek/2002/12/19/hard-time-for-corporate-perps.html.
59
Memorandum Opinion from M. Edward Whelan III, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to the Deputy Attorney General 1 (Dec.
13, 2002).
60

Monahan v. Winn, 276 F.Supp.2d 196, 205 n.9 (D. Mass 2003) (Gertner, J.)

61

Memorandum from Larry Thompson to Kathleen Hawks Sawyer (Dec. 16, 2002), as
quoted in Todd Bussert et. al., New Time Limits on Federal Halfway Houses: Why and How
Lawyers Challenge the Bureau of Prisons’ Shift in Correctional Policy—and the Courts’
Response, 21 CRIM. JUST. 20, 22 (2006).
As one Bureau official pointed out, white-collar offenders were by no means the only
inmates to benefit from CCC placement: “There are a lot of drug offenders, single moms and
ordinary folks who aren’t wealthy people who have benefited from this. It’s not just Enron
types.” Lichtblau, supra note 39.
62

Memorandum Opinion from M. Edward Whelan III, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General, Office of Legal Counsel, U.S. Dep’t of Justice, to the Deputy Attorney General 6-8
(Dec. 13, 2002). Pursuant to 18 U.S.C. §3621(b), “[t]he Bureau of Prisons shall designate the
place of the prisoner’s imprisonment.”
63
The First Circuit rejected the Department’s interpretation. Goldings v. Winn, 383 F.3d
17, 20, 24 (1st Cir. 2004)
64

Mitchell, supra note XX, at 249.
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The Department’s view received widespread criticism, particularly
from trial judges,65 but there is no evidence the Bureau tried to push back.
After courts disagreed with the Department’s interpretation of the relevant
statutes as stripping the Bureau of the discretion to use CCCs as it did,66 the
Bureau promulgated a rule in 2005 that reached the same outcome that the
Department advocated, only this time claiming the power to do so as a matter
of discretion as opposed to statutory mandate.67 Still more telling, even after
Congress expressly permitted the Bureau to place inmates in CCCs for up to a
year prior to release,68 the Prison Bureau issued a new rule that once more
reaffirmed the six-month limit first mandated by the Justice Department in
2002.69
Given the Bureau’s four-decade preference for exercising its discretion
to place certain nonviolent offenders in CCCs, its shift to a categorical rule
barring such placements except in the limited circumstances that the
Department had endorsed seems to be a product of the Department’s law
enforcement preferences, not the Bureau’s corrections objectives.
B.

Clemency

Because federal prisons did not emerge until the end of the 19th century,
the notion of a bureau of prisons, much less where to place it, was not on the
Framers’ radar. In contrast, clemency presented itself as an issue to confront
from the outset. Article II, section 2 of the Constitution gives the President the
power to “grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences against the United States,
except in Cases of Impeachment.” From the Founding, then, there was a need
to determine how this power would be administered.
Early on, individuals seeking clemency made their request to the
Secretary of State. Typically, the Attorney General also reviewed all
65

Dobkin, supra note XX, at 174-75 ((noting that the decision “raised the ire of judges
nationwide, who expressed shock at the ‘amputation of the [Bureau’s] discretion’ and the insult
to the courts, who criticized that even if the Bureau’s ‘about-face on community corrections
could somehow be justified… it should never have been carried out in the cavalier manner it
was.’”) (citations omitted)).
66
See Monahan v. Winn, 276 F.Supp.2d 196, 199 (D.Mass 2003) (citing examples);
Goldings v. Winn, 383 F.3d 17, 19 (1st Cir. 2004) (concluding that the new policy is contrary to
the plain meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 3621(b)); Elwood v. Jeter, 386 F.3d 842, 847 (8th Cir. 2004)
(“the BOP may place a prisoner in a CCC for six months, or more” and the BOP has “the
discretion to transfer prisoners to CCCs at any time during their incarceration”).
67

70 Fed. Reg. 1659 (Jan. 10, 2005) (codified at 28 C.F.R. pt. 570 (2008); Mitchell, supra
note XX, at 249. See also Muniz v. Sabol, 517 F.3d 29 (1st Cir. 2008) (“[T]he BOP has codified
as a formal rule the substance of the 2002 policy, reaching the same result by relying on the
opposite rationale: instead of arguing, as previously, that it lacks discretion to make CCC
placements before the last ten percent of a sentence, BOP now claims its discretion is broad
enough to allow it to make a categorical rule preventing such placements.”).
68

18 U.S.C. §3624(c)(1).

69

Mitchell, supra note XX, at 261.
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applications, but only the Secretary of State had the authority to investigate
requests and issue pardon warrants. Thus, while the chief law enforcement
officer played a role in the process, the leading force was the Secretary of State,
someone outside of the criminal justice regime.
This practice continued until the middle of the 19th century. In 1853,
President Millard Fillmore’s Attorney General and his Secretary of State agreed
that, as a matter of expediency, the Attorney General should take charge of
receiving and reviewing all pardon applications, though the State Department
would still retain the final authority to issue warrants.70 Congress tacitly
approved this institutional arrangement when in 1865 it provided for a pardon
clerk to assist the Attorney General in his new responsibility, and later, in 1891,
created the office of the Pardon Attorney.71
At the time the AG took on the responsibilities for clemency, the
potential for conflict existed because of his law enforcement functions. But
there were several mitigating factors at play that may have detracted attention
from flaws with that institutional design. First, as noted above, federal law
enforcement itself was relatively modest at this point in the Nation’s history,
and certainly the politics surrounding federal crime were a far cry from the
tough-on-crime culture that we have witnessed in the past four decades.
Second, the AG’s role at the head of the Department of Justice remained
limited. The Attorney General’s office in its first one hundred years was
narrow in scope, shielded in part from partisan politics, and almost entirely
divorced from the day-to-day administration of criminal justice by U.S.
Attorneys in the field.72 In fact, because the AG was so removed from the
political landscape, handing him authority over pardons was in some sense a
decision to insulate those decisions from politics. As former Pardon Attorney
Margy Love observes, “[d]irecting all pardon applicants to the Justice
Department gave the president a measure of protection both from unwelcome
importuning and political controversy.”73
These factors may explain why the rate at which clemency was granted
stayed relatively high (at least compared to past grants) even after the AG took
over responsibility for pardons.74 Love reports that presidents issued more than
70

CUMMINGS & MCFARLAND, supra note XX, at 149.

71

Margaret Colgate Love, Of Pardons, Politics and Collar Buttons: Reflections on the
President’s Duty to be Merciful, 27 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 1483, 1489 n.26 (2000). In 1893,
President Cleveland issued an executive order formally giving the Department the authority to
review and issue all warrants. Joanna M. Huang, Correcting Mandatory Injustice: Judicial
Recommendation of Executive Clemency, 60 DUKE L.J. 131, 143 n.66 (2010).
72

See generally NANCY V. BAKER, CONFLICTING LOYALTIES: LAW AND POLITICS IN THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE, 1789-1990 (1992); CORNELL W. CLAYTON, THE POLITICS OF
JUSTICE: THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE MAKING OF LEGAL POLICY (1992).
73
Margaret Colgate Love, Reinventing the President’s Pardon Power, 20 FED. SENT. R. 5,
6 (2007).
74

P.S. Ruckman, Jr., provides a comprehensive table of the number of pardons requested,
granted, and denied by each administration from 1900 to 1993, in Executive Clemency in the
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10,000 grants of clemency between 1885 and 1930,75 “with no slow starts and
no bunching of grants at the end.”76 Warren Harding issued 474 pardons and
733 commutations during his two years in office; Franklin Roosevelt issued
2,721 pardons and 491 commutations over the course of his twelve-year
presidency.77 Indeed, the 1920s represented the high-water mark for clemency,
particularly in proportion to the size of the federal inmate population and the
number of pardon requests. With the advent of federal parole in 1931, parole
replaced commutation as the principle mechanism for shortening prisoners’
sentences. Accordingly, clemency rates dropped somewhat over the ensuing
five decades. Presidents continued, however, to issue post-sentence pardons at
rates that seem high by today’s standards. Between 1960 and 1980, an average
of 150 pardons were issued a year.78
The conflict between clemency and prosecution responsibility came to
light in the Reagan years, for two main reasons. The first was the new politics
of crime.79 By 1980, it became clear that criminal justice was a key political
issue and that no President could afford to be seen as soft on criminal law.
Certainly the message was crystal clear by the time George H.W. Bush
successfully ran against former Massachusetts Governor Michael Dukakis with
an ad campaign that featured Willie Horton, who had committed rape and
robbery while on release as part of a Massachusetts furlough program.80
The Attorney General and the Department of Justice were highly
sensitive to what it meant to operate in this new political climate. President
Reagan promoted an ideological shift towards “tougher” crime policy,81 and
criminal law enforcement and criminal justice policies became a high-profile
part of the presidential administration. In a memo sent to key leaders within the
Department of Justice, Assistant Attorney General William Bradford Reynolds
emphasized that the administration should “polarize the debate” on a variety of
public health and safety issues such as drugs, AIDS, obscenity, and prisons, and
“not seek consensus” but rather “confront . . . in ways designed to win the
debate and further our agenda.”82 The political message was clearly received, as
United States: Origins, Development, and Analysis (1900-1993), 27 PRESIDENTIAL STUD. Q. 251,
261, 263 (1997).
75

Id. at 1185

76
Margaret Colgate Love, The Twilight of the Pardon Power, 100 J. CRIM. L. &
CRIMINOLOGY 1163, 1186 (2010).
77

Id. at 261.

78

Id. at 1192.

79

See Love, supra note xx, at 1495.

80
See A 30-Second Ad on Crime, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 3, 1988, at B20; Paul Farhi, Two
Political Ads Share More Than Fame and Controversy, WASH. POST, Sept. 7, 2004, at A2.
81

See MARC MAUER, RACE TO INCARCERATE 59–64 (2d. ed. 2006) (examining the “tough
on crime” focus of the Reagan Administration).
82
Id. at 63 (citing Memorandum from Assistant Attorney General William Bradford
Reynolds for Heads of Department Components, Department of Justice (Feb. 22, 1988)).
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federal prosecutions for nondrug offenses rose by 4 percent and drug
prosecutions rose by 99 percent from 1982 to 1988.83 Correction spending also
increased by 521 percent between 1980 and 1993.84
The second reason the conflict between clemency and law enforcement
grew so pronounced involved a shift in the responsibility for pardons at DOJ.
Attorney General Griffin Bell decided in 1978 to delegate supervisory authority
over clemency to the Deputy Attorney General.85 Until then, the pardon
attorney reported directly to the Attorney General, who in Love’s telling is a
“political counselor” as much as a law enforcement officer.86 The principal
responsibility of the Deputy Attorney General’s Office is to supervise federal
prosecutions, so the shift in reporting meant that the pardon process
“increasingly reflected the perspective of prosecutors, in policy positions in
Washington and in the field, who did not always have a clear understanding of
or appreciation for clemency.”87
Given the changing nature of the politics of crime, it is certainly possible
(if not likely) that even if the Pardon Attorney continued to report to the AG,
positive clemency recommendations would decline. It is hard to imagine a
“political counselor” being much more inclined than a law enforcement officer
to tell the President to issue more pardons given the political climate. Love
also observes that the Deputy Attorney General “has either been a former
prosecutor himself, or has had career prosecutors on his staff review the
clemency recommendations drafted by the Pardon Attorney.”88 As a result,
Love claims that the “the pardon program lost its independent voice and pardon
recommendations came to reflect the unforgiving culture of Federal
prosecutors, and now is perceived primarily as a conduit for their views.”89 But
AGs have largely come from similar law enforcement backgrounds.90

83

Id. at 61.

84

Id. at 68.

85

Margaret Love, The Twilight of the Pardon Power, 100 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY
1169, 1194 (“But perhaps the most important negative influence on presidential pardoning was
the hostility of federal prosecutors and a change in the administration of the pardon program at
the Justice Department that allowed prosecutors to control clemency recommendations.”).
86
Margaret Colgate Love, Reinventing the President’s Pardon Power, 20 FED. SENT. R. 5,
8 (2007) [hereinafter Love, Reinventing].
87
Id. See also Albert W. Alschuler, Bill Clinton’s Parting Pardon Party, 100 J. CRIM. L. &
CRIMINOLOGY 1131, 1165-66
88

Id. See also Love, Twilight, supra note XX, at 1194, n.105 (observing that “all but a
handful of the individuals officially responsible for approving Justice Department clemency
recommendations since 1983 have been former federal prosecutors”); Alschuler, supra note XX,
at 1165.
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Presidential Pardon Power: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on the Constitution of the H.
Comm. on the Judiciary, 107th Cong. 25 (2001) [hereafter 2001 Hearings] (statement of
Margaret Love).
90

Of the fifteen Attorneys General who have served from 1969 to the present (2012), only
four lacked prosecutorial experience. The others either worked as prosecutors in the Department
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Whatever the ratio between politics and institutional allocation of
responsibility that drove the shift, the consequences for clemency practice since
1980 have been dramatic. The Pardon Office established more exacting rules
for recommending a grant to the President,91 a shift that the pardon attorney
during the Reagan administration described as “better reflect[ing] the
administration’s philosophy toward crime.”92 Love, who was Pardon Attorney
from 1990 to 1997, reports that, at the beginning of the Clinton administration,
she was briefly “directed to deny all commutation petitions except those in
which a member of Congress or the White House had expressed an interest.”93
By the late 1990s, she writes, “Justice seems to have essentially shut down its
production of pardon recommendations, notwithstanding the steadily growing
number of applications.”94 “Under Bill Clinton and George W. Bush together,
the Justice Department received more than 14,000 petitions for commutations,
but recommended only 13 to the White House.”95
DOJ’s increasing stinginess with positive recommendations is reflected
in the rate of presidential clemency grants. The grant rate was 49% between
1860 and 1900, and it slowed down to 28% between 1961 and 1980. After
1980, it dropped sharply. The rate of clemency grants for each complete
presidential administration since Nixon is as follows:96

President

Clemency
Rate

Nixon
Ford
Carter
Reagan
George H.W. Bush
Clinton
George W. Bush

35.7%
26.8%
21.5%
11.9%
5.3%
6.1%
1.8%

Grant Avg. Grants
per Month in
Office
13.8
14.1
11.8
4.8
1.6
4.8
2.1

Number
of
Total Grants
926
409
566
410
77
457
200

of Justice (with four having been Deputy Attorneys General), in state AG offices, or as state
prosecutors.
91

Love, supra note XX, at 1497 & n.53.

92

Pete Earley, Presidents Set Own Rules on Granting Clemency, WASH. POST, Mar. 19,
1984, at A17.
93
Margaret Colgate Love, Taking a Serious Look at “Second Look” Sentencing Reforms,
21 FED. SENT. R. 149, 150 (2009).
94
Margaret Colgate Love, The Pardon Paradox: Lessons of Clinton’s Last Pardons, 32
CAPITAL L. REV. 185, 198 (2002) [hereinafter Love, Paradox].
95

George Larder, Jr., No Country for Second Chances, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 23, 2010),
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/24/opinion/24lardner.html
96
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The trend continues with President Obama. President Obama has so far
pardoned 22 people and commuted the sentence of one person,97 giving him a
grant rate of less than 1 per each month he has been in office.
C.

Forensics

Although the states have traditionally dominated most areas of criminal
justice – with the overwhelming responsibility for policing, the great bulk of all
criminal prosecutions, and the lion’s share of prisons and jails – the federal
government has typically been at the forefront of what we now think of as
forensic science.
The federal government’s first inroad into this field was with the
establishment of a national system of criminal records to facilitate
identifications. In 1902, Congress authorized a National Bureau of Criminal
Identification at Leavenworth to maintain records of federal inmates. Other
such bureaus for criminal records existed throughout the U.S., including one in
the New York City police department and a voluntary clearinghouse kept by the
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP).98
But while prosecutors’ offices and prisons could operate independently
without much in the way of negative consequences, balkanized policing was
another matter. The problems with the disaggregation of criminal records soon
became apparent. As Simon Cole notes, “police in New York City looking for
a suspect’s criminal record would have to write separately to the police in
Newark, Philadelphia, Hartford . . . and so on. How many letters the police
were willing to write depended on how badly they wanted the information.”99
Although some local bureau chiefs resisted centralization because they
worried about losing their powers,100 ultimately the need for a uniform national
system of identification overcame local resistance. The question thus became
not whether to have a central repository, but where to house it. The NYPD
offered to serve as a temporary clearinghouse until an independent Central
Police Bureau could be established in Washington D.C.101 The IACP, which
had never been on particularly good terms with the NYPD, lobbied instead for
the Department of Justice to take over the records of existing bureaus. In 1921,
the IACP voted to turn over its identification files to the Justice Department,102
97
Dafna Linzer, Obama Administration Seeks New Review of Commutation Request from
Clarence Aaron, WASH. POST, July 18, 2012.
98
SIMON A. COLE, SUSPECT IDENTITIES: A HISTORY OF FINGERPRINTING AND CRIMINAL
IDENTIFICATION 220 (2002).
99

Id. at 219.
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Id. at 236.

101

Id. at 242.
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and the Attorney General combined the IACP’s records with its existing
collection in Leavenworth to form a new identification depository in
Washington D.C.103
Congress held hearings in 1924 to consider the suitability of having
DOJ as the central clearinghouse. Objections were not particularly focused on
the wisdom of placing a law enforcement agency in control of identification
records; after all, other law enforcement agencies had already controlled them.
Rather, the main objections at the hearing involved the fear of some local
departments that they would become “an annex to the Department of
Justice.”104 Thus, for example, the NYPD commissioner testified in favor of
having the bureau placed at the Department of the Interior instead because of
his concern that it not be placed where “it might lead to control.”105
Congress was not persuaded that Interior was a good fit for the bureau,
and, as one Member stated, the idea of “[a] separate bureau is rather obnoxious
to us at Washington.106 So with Interior out and an independent commission
seen as wasteful, Congress opted in 1924 to formally authorize an Identification
Division within the FBI.107
J. Edgar Hoover came in as the Director of the FBI in that same year
and viewed forensic science as a key part of the agency’s mission. Hoover led
the Bureau to create a “cross-referenced filing system that permitted an agent to
take a single piece of information—a fingerprint, a physical description, a
modus operandi—and trace it back to a whole criminal.”108 Hoover encouraged
some of his agents to develop expertise in ballistics, handwriting analysis, and
other first-generation forensic techniques. In 1932, the Bureau created its own
Technical Laboratory to assist in federal investigations and later to assist state
and local police agencies throughout the United States with forensic science (or
what they more commonly called scientific policing).109
Although the potential for conflict between objective forensic scientific
analysis and law enforcement goals should have been apparent even at the
formative stage, the expansion of the FBI into this field raised few eyebrows.
103

COLE, supra note xx, at 243-44.

104

To Create a National Police Bureau, To Create a Bureau of Criminal Identification:
Hearing Before the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 68th Cong. 5 (1924) (statement of Richard E.
Enright, N.Y.C. Police Commissioner).
105

Id. at 11.
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See, e.g. id. at 5 (statement of Ira O. Hersey)
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Id. at 36.

Not many agencies took the FBI up on its offer to test samples. The FBI made only 53
examinations for outside agencies in 1934. Department of Justice Appropriation Bill for 1935:
Hearing Before the Subcomm. of H. Comm. on Appropriations, 73rd Cong. 66 (1934).
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In part, this was because investigation bureaus organically developed in police
agencies, so no other model existed and path dependency likely took hold. But
it also reflected that the FBI put itself at the forefront of the field, earning it a
reputation that led the Commission on Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice (created by President Johnson to review the state of
criminal justice and chaired by Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach) to
spend little time even addressing forensic science “because the best
laboratories, such as the FBI’s, are well advanced.”110
DOJ’s reach into forensic science ultimately went deeper than the FBI
lab. After the Katzenbach Commission proposed the creation of research
institutes to study criminal justice topics, the Johnson administration introduced
the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act.111 The Act provided, among
other things, for a Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) to
fund law enforcement training and development programs, as well as a National
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice within the LEAA to
coordinate and finance research into all aspects of criminal justice and reform.
At this point, a counterview emerged to place this research function in a
more independent body. Senator Ted Kennedy introduced a proposal for a
National Institute of Criminal Justice, also within the Department of Justice, but
operating independently of the LEAA.112 This institute, modeled on the
National Institute of Mental Health, “would be a well-staffed, highly
competent, neutral, nonpolitical institution, which could serve as a marketplace
of ideas and a repository and disseminator of information, a seeker of truth and
a stimulator of progress, without responsibility for governmental functions, or
for day to day administering of large grant-in-aid programs.”113 Under Senator
Kennedy’s vision, this institute would have its own laboratories, research staff,
and a comprehensive fellowship program to attract outside experts.114 The
American Bar Association’s criminal law section offered an even stronger view
that the Justice Department might not be an ideal location for an independent
research institution.115
DOJ resisted the suggested for a more independent model. Acting
Attorney General Ramsey Clark testified on behalf of the Department that the
Kennedy proposal would be duplicative and unnecessary because the LEAA-
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based body would fulfill the charge of the Katzenbach Commision.116 Dr.
Donald Hornig, Director of the Office of Science and Technology, supported
the DOJ model because in his view, an independent research program would be
too divorced from “actual field operations” and new laboratories may be too
“arduous and time-consuming” to set up.117
Congress sided with the President and created a small national research
institute as part of the broader LEAA. A decade later – in response to criticism
that emerged that the LEAA had focused too many of its resources on police
programs at the expense of other aspects of criminal justice118 – Congress
established the National Institute of Justice (NIJ), “dedicated to improving
knowledge and understanding of crime and justice issues through science.”119
Again, however, Congress opted to place this agency within the Department of
Justice.120
The decisions to place these research agencies within DOJ can also be
understood as a species of path dependence and a concern with resource
constraints. At this point, almost all forensic laboratories were tied to a law
enforcement agency – 80 percent – with the rest scattered through “medical
examiners’ offices, prosecutors’ offices, scientific/public health agencies, and
other public or private institutions.”121 As with the creation of the forensic lab at
the FBI, then, this model was the dominant one, and strong reasons had not
emerged to second guess it.
Strong reasons did emerge, however, at the end of the 20th century and
the beginning of the 21st century when DNA evidence came on the scene. To
be sure, reasons existed earlier, as there was evidence in the 1970s that labs
were producing erroneous results at high rates.122 But these results failed to
116
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prompt any kind of considered look or reflection. Doubts about DNA, in
contrast, got attention. Defense experts and judges began to raise concerns
about government DNA evidence in cases in the late 1980s and early 1990s. In
one landmark case, People v. Castro,123 experts on both sides of the case jointly
agreed that the “DNA data in this case are not scientifically reliable enough to
support the assertion that the samples . . . do or do not match. If these data were
submitted to a peer reviewed journal in support of a conclusion, they would not
be accepted.”124
A series of reports and studies followed and unearthed disturbing
findings about crime labs.125 There were dozens of serious scandals at crime
labs that revealed “carelessness, bias, incompetence, [and] excessive coziness
with prosecutors.”126 Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, New
York, North Carolina, Oklahoma City, San Francisco, West Virginia, and the
FBI lab all came under fire for various deficiencies in a variety of forensic
areas.127 One study in 2000 revealed that, of sixty-two DNA exonerations, one
third of the convictions had been based in part on “tainted or fraudulent
science.”128
Another found that forensic evidence was introduced by
prosecutors in more than half of the trials of defendants ultimately exonerated
by DNA evidence.129 As one prominent biologist observed, “[a]t present,
forensic science is virtually unregulated – with the paradoxical result that
clinical laboratories must meet higher standards to be allowed to diagnose strep
throat than forensic labs must meet to put a defendant on death row.”130
In many instances, it was clear that problems stemmed in part from
close ties between law enforcement investigators and lab analysts. It is routine
in many places for police investigators to give forensic practitioners
background details about a case. In New Jersey, for example, the forms officers
use to submit evidence to the state’s police laboratory leave a space for
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investigators to include just such background details about the case.131 Indeed,
“the practice was virtually universal” in publicly funded labs.132 Other forms of
pressure are even more direct. Michael Risinger notes that “[s]ometimes police
or prosecutors respond to test results that are negative or inconclusive by
suggesting to forensic scientists what they should have found and asking them
to test again in hopes of obtaining a ‘better’ result.”133
In theory forensic analysts could resist such pressures, but because the
labs are part of law enforcement agencies and under their supervision, there is a
“team spirit” that takes hold.134 As one former lab director put it, scientists in
the lab view “their role as members of the state’s attorney’s team. ‘They
thought they were prosecution witnesses.’”135 One example offers a vivid image
of how the lines between law enforcement and science can be blurred: A
discredited forensic analyst in West Virginia, who falsified test results in as
many as 134 cases over a decade, “asked to be addressed as ‘Trooper’… and
wore a police uniform and gun even though his job was to supervise a crime
lab.”136
Less dramatic, but no less troubling, examples emerge from labs
plagued by scandal. A review of the forensic lab in North Carolina revealed that
lab analysts routinely failed to disclose inconclusive or negative tests for the
presence of blood; indeed, the failure to turn over inconclusive results was the
explicit policy of the lab contained in its operating manual.137 The investigators
probing the lab’s procedures concluded that the lab’s failures stemmed from
“[a] mindset promoted by the Section Chief that the lab’s customer was law
enforcement and reported results should be tailored primarily for law
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enforcement’s consumption.”138 A similar bias was found in Houston. After a
series of investigative reports by a local television station exposed troubles at
Houston’s crime lab, the city hired a team of independent specialists to
investigate its lab. The final report, published in 2007, described the
laboratory’s DNA and serology work as “extremely troubling.”139 Investigators
reviewed a sample of 135 DNA cases and found “major issues” in 43 of them
(32%). The report concluded that, in a number of cases, analysis had “reported
conclusions, frequently accompanied by inaccurate and misleading statistics,
that often suggested a strength of association between a suspect and the
evidence that simply was not supported by the analyst’s actual DNA results.”140
The problems could be traced in part to a poor physical plant and shoddy
supervision.141 But the troubles were also linked to bias. “[T]he lab almost
always erred on the prosecution’s side,”142 with “many instances of failure to
report analytical results that would have weakened the prosecution’s case or
strengthened the case for exonerating the defendant.”143
The federal government has not been immune to this dynamic. In 1995,
after a chemist in the FBI’s crime lab publicly accused the FBI of “pressuring
forensic experts to commit perjury or skew tests to help secure convictions in
hundreds of criminal cases,”144 the Department’s Inspector General (IG),
Michael Bromwich, launched an investigation. He issued a report in 1997 that
documented “significant instances of testimonial errors, substandard analytical
work, and deficient practices.”145 The IG recommended that the chiefs of both
the Chemical-Toxicology and Explosives Units be removed from their
positions and, if permitted to remain in the laboratory, be supervised by
examiners with a scientific background. The IG report also documented a
number of examiners who had given false or perjured testimony in high profile
cases, and still others whose work simply lacked the markers of objectivity or
expertise. The IG urged the Justice Department to review the cases in which the
examiners had taken part.
138
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Although the FBI responded by raising standards for examiners and
improving its supervisory structure, an effort the OIG later described as
commendable,146 the Department was less impressive in how it handled the
review of individual cases. The AG appointed a task force to go through the
laboratory’s files to identify instances of past misconduct in the thousands of
criminal cases (state and federal) handled annually. But the FBI asked that the
task force “keep the focus off the most vulnerable cases by not conducting
reviews if a case was still in litigation or on appeal.” 147 Despite earlier promises
of transparency, the task force never made its conclusions public.
More than a decade later, in 2012, ProPublica and the Washington Post
published exposés on the results of the task force investigation and subsequent
Department actions. As the Post describes, “the panel operated in secret and
with close oversight by the FBI and Justice Department brass . . . who took
steps to control the information uncovered by the group.”148 When the
Department uncovered any potentially exculpatory evidence in its review of the
cases, it turned the information over to the individual federal and state
prosecutors working on the case, but did not notify the defendants.149 In federal
cases, the Department informed U.S. attorneys that it would “‘monitor all
decisions’ about whether to disclose information.”150 The Washington Post’s
review of task force files suggests that “prosecutors disclosed the review’s
results in fewer than half of the 250-plus questioned cases.”151 As IG
Bromwich observed, it was “deeply troubling that after going to so much time
and trouble to identify problematic conduct by FBI forensic analysts the DOJ
Task Force apparently failed to follow through and ensure that defense counsel
were notified in every single case.”152
As cases of wrongful convictions brought these conflicts and errors to
light, calls for more in-depth research studies followed. The National Academy
146
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of Science (NAS) was going to examine various techniques, but canceled its
project after the Departments of Defense and Justice wanted to review its
findings – oversight that the NAS believed compromised its integrity as a
scientific institution.153 Congress responded in 2005 by bypassing the DOJ and
appropriating funds directly to the NAS to establish a forensic sciences
committee to analyze the state of forensic science and make recommendations
for reform where appropriate.154
NAS appointed the committee in 2006, and in 2009, the NAS forensic
science committee (NAS Committee) issued its report.155 The NAS Committee
described the deficiencies of various forensic techniques including fingerprint
examinations, handwriting comparisons, and ballistics, and noted that
testimony about their reliability is often exaggerated and that there are often no
standard protocols in place for forensic practice.156 The NAS report noted that,
other than DNA analysis, “no forensic method has been rigorously shown to
have the capacity to consistently, and with a high degree of certainty,
demonstrate a connection between evidence and a specific individual or
source.”157 Based on the existing shortcomings of forensic science, the NAS
report made a variety of recommendations. These included calling for
scientific research to establish the validity of forensic techniques, the
development of nationwide standards for reporting and testing procedures, and
certification for forensic labs and technicians. To spearhead these reforms and
control research and funding, the committee called for the creation of an
independent federal agency – a National Institute of Forensic Science – as well
as funding for state and local governments to transfer their existing forensic
responsibilities from the police to independent administrative units.158
The NAS Committee’s endorsement of the independent agency model
stemmed from its view that a forensic agency “must have a culture that is
strongly rooted in science” and “cannot be principally beholden to law
enforcement.”159 The NAS Committee recognized the “modest” efforts of NIJ
and the FBI crime lab to address existing problems, but noted the limits of these
agencies: “[B]ecause both are part of a prosecutorial department of the
government, they could be subject to subtle contextual biases that should not be
153
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allowed to undercut the power of forensic science.”160 The NAS Committee
reached “a strong consensus . . . that no existing or new division or unit within
DOJ would be an appropriate location for a new entity governing the forensic
science community.”161 The NAS Committee noted that “DOJ’s principal
mission is to enforce the law and defend the interests of the United States
according to the law” and that DOJ agencies “operate pursuant to this
mission.”162 Thus, the NAS Committee observed, “[t]he potential for conflicts
of interest between the needs of law enforcement and the broader needs of
forensic science are too great.”163
The NAS report, which was widely covered in the media, received
mixed reactions.164 A diverse group of research scientists, academics, and
members of the bench and bar specifically praised the call for an independent
forensic agency.165
The reaction from law enforcement was decidedly more negative.
Even before the NAS Committee’s report was published, the Department
resisted its findings.166 Once released, DOJ continued to downplay the
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committee’s conclusions that cast doubt on the scientific validity of forensic
methods.167 DOJ also resisted the suggestions for reform. Acting ATF Director
Kenneth T. Melson testified on behalf of the Department before the House of
Representatives and indicated that the FBI’s Scientific Working Groups
(SWGs) and the National Institute of Justice were already conducting the
necessary research called for in the report.168 As for the NAS Committee’s call
for an independent agency due to possible conflicts, Melson viewed that
recommendation as potentially wasteful and unnecessary.169 An FBI-sponsored
scientific working group similarly rejected the proposal for national oversight
as inefficient and unnecessary.170
State and local law enforcement officials’ reactions mirrored those of
DOJ. The National District Attorney’s Association released an online video
arguing that the “report does not show that there are problems with forensic
science,” and rejecting the call for the National Institute of Forensic Science.171
The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) also opposed any
efforts to remove crime laboratories from law enforcement control.172
The forensic science community largely sided with law enforcement.
The American Society of Crime Laboratory Directors (ASCLD) endorsed the
report’s call for more federal funding, but opposed the call to make crime labs
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independent of law enforcement agencies.173 The International Association for
Identification rejected the proposal to have an expanded federal role in
accreditation and standardization.174 Only the American Academy of Forensic
Scientists (AAFS) endorsed the Report’s recommendations in full, though the
depth of the organization’s enthusiasm for the creation of an independent
national forensic agency is unclear.175
Given the opposition by law enforcement to the report, it is
unsurprising that Congress has been slow to respond to its recommendations.
The first congressional hearing on forensic science after the report’s publication
investigated the possibility of locating the federal government’s reform
initiatives in the offices of the National Institute of Standards and Technology –
one of the agencies the NSF committee expressly deemed poorly suited to
handle forensics.176 Congress ultimately three additional hearings in 2009, and
law enforcement witnesses dominated the hearings. Not a single scientist was
called to testify.177
Some members of Congress have introduced legislation in response to
the NAS report, but none of the proposed bills follows the NAS blueprint of
creating an independent agency outside of DOJ. In 2010, members of the
Senate Judiciary Committee drafted a forensic science reform bill that would
create a Forensic Science Commission in the office of the Deputy Attorney
General.178 In 2011, Senator Leahy introduced a similar bill, the Criminal
Justice and Forensic Science Reform Act,179 which would place a federal
forensic science authority (the Office of Forensic Sciences) within the DOJ
with a director appointed by the Attorney General.180 The legislation empowers
the DOJ to undertake responsibility for best practices, accreditation, national
research strategy, the validation process, and defining forensic science
disciplines.181 The Director of the Office of Forensic Sciences would be
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required to give “substantial deference” to the accreditation and research
priority recommendations of a newly created Forensic Science Board.182 This
Board, which would be comprised of 19 members appointed by the President,
would have at least ten members with “comprehensive scientific backgrounds”
(five from the hard sciences and five from forensic sciences), and would also
represent federal, state, and local law enforcement and criminal justice
interests.183 Senator Leahy argued this proposal would strike a balance between
the interests of law enforcement and those seeking broader reform,184 and he
further emphasized the cost savings associated with keeping the agency within
DOJ.185 The Committee on the Judiciary has yet to take any action on the bill.
As critics have been quick to point out, although these proposals pay
some attention to the importance of science and independence, they fail to
address the conflict of interest that stems from having the forensic science
agency within DOJ. It “dangerously tie[s] the development and oversight of
forensic science to federal law enforcement.”186 According to the American
Statistical Association, “[b]ecause DOJ is so integrally tied to the forensic
science culture and current problems, a forensic science office must be
independent of the DOJ to realize the necessary changes in a timely manner.”187
182
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Paul Giannelli notes that “[t]he most thorough and well-reasoned reports in the
field have come from impartial scientific investigations” whereas “[t]he
government has not only failed to conduct the needed research, it has thwarted
efforts to do so.”188 Thus far, however, there has been no further movement to
create an independent forensic agency.
II.

AGENCY DESIGN AND THE RISE OF PROSECUTORIAL ADMINISTRATION

As Part I documented, when functions other than prosecution and
investigation were placed within the Department of Justice, little attention was
paid to whether a conflict would emerge. But conflicts have emerged in each of
these areas, to varying degrees, and when they have, prosecution interests have
won out. In the case of clemency, the conflict is pronounced, with positive
clemency recommendations from DOJ plummeting and rule changes tightening
up eligibility. We have also witnessed notable tension between forensic science
and prosecution interests, with forensic labs tailoring results for law
enforcement interests and DOJ resisting changes to its use of forensics even in
the face of serious evidence that existing protocols come up short. Conflicts
with corrections are perhaps the hardest to document, but even there, we have
seen the BOP abandon its use of community correction centers because of
DOJ’s political concerns, and the silence of the BOP on questions of
downsizing is similarly notable.
It is reasonable to predict that more conflicts will arise in the future –
and how they will likely turn out. This Part explains why – given everything
we know about agency design – the Department’s prosecution functions will
trump the secondary interests of corrections, clemency, and forensic science.189
It begins with a general discussion of how institutional design affects an
agency’s goals in section A, and then applies those lessons to the Department in
section B.
A.

The Relationship between Agency Design and Agency
Goals

Whenever Congress needs some function performed, it faces the choice
of whether to give that function to an agency that has more than one mission190
or to create an agency dedicated solely to the task.191 Resource constraints will
188
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typically point in favor of giving the function to an agency that is already up
and running with a staff or at least to setting up an agency that will do more
than one thing. Those kinds of efficiency concerns were explicitly mentioned
when DOJ obtained responsibility for federal prison administration and became
a clearinghouse of criminal records. They have also been raised by those
seeking to keep forensic science within DOJ. No doubt, they will become part
of the discussion of clemency reform as well.
But cost saving in this manner may come with a high price of its own.
The new function assigned to the existing agency may take a backseat to the
primary reason for establishing the agency in the first place.192 Or, if an agency
is set up from the outset with more than one goal, one may dominant because of
the politics surrounding it.
We have seen this dynamic play out with regulatory agencies tasked
both with maximizing economic development and protecting the environment.
These missions often conflict, and when they do, it is typically economic
development that trumps the environmental concerns.193 For example, when
the Forest Service was created, its primary goal was promoting timber
production.194 As the agency’s mission expanded to include wildlife protection
and recreation, it struggled to balance those aims with its initial charge of
resource production and typically sided with economic interests.195 Similarly,
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission operates under a primary mandate
to promote hydropower, but several laws also insist that it preserve the
environment.196 Here, too, for most of its history, the agency resisted the
secondary missions and focused on its primary task of promoting
hydropower.197
A similar conflict between primary and secondary missions – and the
triumph of the primary mission – can be seen in agencies charged both with
ensuring the safety and soundness of financial institutions and protecting
consumer interests. When these goals seem to conflict – as they often do198 –
192
See J.R. DeShazo & Jody Freeman, Public Agencies As Lobbyists, 105 COLUM. L. REV.
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As John Coffee and Hillary Sale observe, “[i]t approaches the self-evident to note that
conflict exists between the consumer protection role of a universal regulator and its role as a
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the banking regulators have time and again favored what the financial
institutions claim is necessary for safety and soundness, even when it comes at
the expense of consumer interests.199
Scholars have identified several reasons for the tilt toward one mission
over another, with the main reason is rooted in public choice theory. In their
study of FERC’s longtime reluctance to comply with environmental protection
mandates, Jody Freeman and J.R. DeShazo document several political and
economic pressures that generally push agencies toward their primary mission:
congressional committees that reward an agency’s pursuit of its
primary mission to the exclusion of its obligations under other statutes,
executive oversight that fails to force agency compliance with multiple
and potentially conflicting obligations arising in different statutes,
interest group pressure that supports the agency’s primary mission but
not its secondary ones, and aspects of agency culture and organization
that create obstacles to full compliance with all mandates.200
Put another way, an agency will focus on the mission that its political overseers
take the greater interest in.201 That mission, in turn, will be defined by the
politics of the situation. In the case of the Forest Service, for instance,
“resource extraction industries and the local economies they support tend to
exert a disproportionate influence” because of their relative political pull.202
Similarly, financial institutions have far more political muscle because of their
greater wealth and greater organization than the dispersed community of
consumers, leading political overseers and financial regulatory agencies to
disproportionately focus on their interests.203
A related factor that will favor one mission over another involves
monitoring and measurement. Agencies will tend to choose the goals which are
more easily measured so that progress can be demonstrated.204 This often
means taking an approach that focuses on short-term concerns with tangible
outputs, as opposed to long-term effects that might be harder to predict and
quantify and that offer little to politicians’ reelection efforts. Again using the
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Forest Service as a case in point, it is easier to measure the economic effects of
greater timber production than it is to calculate long-term environmental
effects.205
Or, to borrow from a different area, the primary mission of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development is to develop affordable
housing; but it also has a secondary mission of ensuring equal access to housing
and combating racial segregation.206 These goals compete for the agency’s
limited resources, and the agency has favored its main mission at the expense of
the pro-integration goals.207 Chris Bonastia argues that one reason for this tilt
in agency priorities is the short-term measurement of residential desegregation
is not unequivocally viewed as progress (and could be viewed as “white flight”
or a neighborhood in decline) and the longer term success of a desegregation
program (in home appreciation or better life outcomes for children) is not
immediately apparent.208 Thus, this goal fares poorly as compared to the
mandate for affordable housing, which is more readily measured.
Agency culture and structure is also important in understanding how
one goal can override others. As James Q. Wilson observed, “[c]ulture is to an
organization what personality is to an individual. Like human culture generally,
it is passed on from one generation to the next. It changes slowly, if at all.”209
Culture is formed in part when the agency is first set up, so its initial
mission is likely to shape what comes after.210 While a later mission can come
to dominate an earlier one, based on the politics of a given situation, the
temporal order in which an agency gets its marching orders may matter because
of the ways in which the agency builds itself around its initial functions. This
may also be tied to the agency’s leadership. One formative experience can lead
to organizational “imprinting”, where a founding member “imposes his or her
will on the first generation of operations in a way that profoundly affects
succeeding generations.”211 Agency personnel decisions also shape its culture.
The Forest Service, for instance, has had a history of hiring predominantly from
a pool of forest school graduates who are eager to fit into existing agency
culture, and it weeds those who challenge the agency’s existing goals and
205
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methods.212 Additionally, forest service managers typically live in the
communities that benefit economically from timber production. Thus, as one
scholar observes, that makes it difficult for them “to make decisions that
directly and adversely affect the economic well-being of one’s neighbors.”213
FERC’s culture was shaped by the engineers who comprised most of the initial
staff, leading to an emphasis on dam safety instead of wildlife conservation.214
At the financial regulatory agencies, those who work there often come from the
financial services sector – and hope to return to it upon leaving government –
making them prone to be sympathetic to the interests of the financial
institutions they know so well, as opposed to the consumer interests which may
be more foreign to them.215
The leadership and personnel decisions can thus help to foster a selfperpetuating culture that will be particularly powerful if it feeds into the
political dynamics that support the agency’s dominant mission.216 The
agency’s leadership can further cement the dominance of the primary interest
and guard against sub-divisions pursuing conflicting goals – in the parlance of
political scientists, can tighten up principle/agent slack – by requiring those
subdivisions to seek approval before acting in a particular way or to report on
its functions. Monitoring, in other words, can keep the agency personnel in line
so that the dominant mission is pursued.
B.

Agency Design at the Department of Justice

Applying these insights about public choice, monitoring, and culture to
the Department, it is easy to see why the law enforcement mission will trump
all others.
The dominance of law enforcement interests at the Department is a
reflection of the dominance of law enforcement interests in the politics of
criminal justice. For the last four decades, tough-on-crime politics by law
enforcement officials beats out just about any competing concern at the federal
level.217 Prosecutors have an interest in making the consequences of
212
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convictions harsh because that gives them greater bargaining leverage to obtain
pleas. Thus, not only do they have an interest in longer sentences and
mandatory punishments; they also have an interest in opposing corrections
reforms that make the conditions of confinement more relaxed or that result in
earlier release times. Anything that makes the threat of a sentence after trial
less severe limits their bargaining power to some extent.218
Similarly, prosecutors have an interest in opposing clemency because it
reduces the time a defendant needs to serve or, in the case of pardons after a
sentence has been served, clears a defendant’s record so they do not suffer
collateral consequences of convictions. And because every request for
clemency is, in effect, a critique of the decision to prosecute (either at all or to
seek a particular charge or sentence), prosecutors also have a stake in
maintaining their reputations and therefore opposing any second look of their
decision-making process.
Prosecutors are also motivated to maintain the status quo in forensic
policy – a status quo, as the NAS describes, in which forensic methods are not
subject to scientific standards or scrutinized for accuracy.219 Prosecutors want
to make it as easy as possible for them to win at trial, and that will to win can
create cognitive biases in even the most well intentioned prosecutors.220
Prosecutors may therefore place greater faith in existing forensic science
methods than empirical evidence justifies because they have used this
information in the past in cases where they believed the defendant to be
guilty.221
Given their interests and perspectives, it is no wonder the Department
of Justice is a regular player in criminal law issues before Congress.222 And for
the most part, other powerful interests (victim groups, rural communities
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interested in prison jobs, private prison companies) and the public at large are
on the same side as prosecutors, not lining up against them.223
Those who do oppose prosecutors tend to have little sway in the
political arena. The direct targets of tougher crime policies – criminal
defendants – are about as weak as a political interest can get. With the
exception of white collar defendants facing certain regulatory and corporate
crimes, generally most criminal defendants are disbursed, disorganized, poor,
and in many instances, barred from voting.224 They are thus poorly situated to
push for reforms in corrections, clemency, or forensic science.
Other groups that may share an interest in criminal defendants’ rights
are similarly powerless, particularly as compared to law enforcement. While
judges may have an interest in these areas,225 they, too, are poorly positioned to
push for change. For starters, they are not unified in their views on these
topics, so they do not advocate for change as a group. And even if they agreed
on an issue, they do not control or influence large numbers of votes or possess
financial pull.226 Plus there are limits on how much they can lobby.227
Corrections officials and workers may want to push for greater
authority or changes in policies – though as with judges, their interests may not
be unified.228 But as long as they are under the auspices of the Department of
223
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Justice, it is unlikely that they will be authorized to lobby for any shifts in
practice.
Scholars and scientists may advocate for forensic reform,229 but they
lack much political muscle. They are not able to deliver voting blocs or
financial benefits to representatives. And the public at large increasingly seems
skeptical about expert views on criminal justice policies, preferring instead to
follow a tough-on-crime policy.230
Given this stark imbalance of power, the Department’s primary mission
of law enforcement is the one that wins out at the political level. The secondary
interests in corrections, clemency, or forensic science reform typically do not
stand much of a chance. Politicians want to keep the powerful interests and the
public happy, and that means giving the Department what it wants.231
In this political environment, measurable results that are monitored are
convictions, long sentences, and tough policies.232 Reforms that will not yield
immediate results but that may, over a period of years, lower crime rates or
save money will likely lose out to more immediate actions. So, investing in
corrections or clemency reforms that help with reentry by placing offenders in
halfway houses or clearing their records may not be politically viable because
their benefits come over that offender’s lifetime if he stays out of trouble and
successfully reintegrates.
Moreover, reforms that give particular offenders a break are
particularly fraught with political danger, because if even one offender who
receives such a benefit who goes on to commit a heinous crime, it will
undoubtedly call the entire reform effort into question – a result we have seen
time and time again.233 The paradigmatic example is the Willie Horton ad
campaign.234 Horton’s violence overshadowed the fact that the program overall
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had a 99.5% success rate.235 One of the victims of Horton’s crimes reflected
what seemed to be the prevailing public view when he stated that, “when you’re
dealing with people that are this dangerous and this violent, anything short of
100 percent is not successful.”236 The lesson for politicians was clear: one bad
apple can ruin a campaign.
The politics of forensic reform is less one-sided, because the public is
sympathetic to innocent individuals who are wrongfully convicted. Each case
in which an innocent person is convicted grabs media headlines, and
prosecutors are in a tougher position to resist reforms that are designed to
improve the accuracy of the system. That said, the public is unlikely to pay
sufficient attention to the details. Thus, if law enforcement opposes particular
changes that would improve forensic science, the public may not notice or fully
understand the larger debate over scientific reliability. The public’s diffuse and
marginal interest in the issue will be no match for the intensity of the
Department’s preferences about how to handle forensic science – particularly
when the Department can make a plausible claim that it is the right course for
law enforcement objectives.
This political environment helps foster a culture at the Department that
also cuts in favor of the law enforcement mission. This is the central mission of
the Department, and it has been from its founding. The Department’s
leadership reflects this. The Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General
typically have prosecution experience,237 so the tone is set from the top that this
is an organization devoted to prosecutors. Thus, even to the extent there are
lawyers and other personnel who belong to a culture other than law
enforcement, they are likely to find themselves in a losing battle against the
dominant culture of prosecution.238
To be sure, sometimes a subculture can develop.239 One reason that the
Bureau of Prisons had a long history of relative independence from
prosecutorial influence was its leadership and the creation of a corrections
culture within the Bureau.240 The first director, Sanford Bates, made it a
condition of his appointment that he be given the discretion to institute a prison
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system built around rehabilitation rather than punishment.241 Attorney General
William Mitchell obliged, as did subsequent Attorneys General appointed under
Franklin Roosevelt.242 The Bureau’s second director, James Bennett, served
from 1937 to 1964, spanning five administrations and ten attorneys general.
This longevity allowed him to build up enormous institutional capital to
continue to foster the subculture of reform in corrections and resist any
pressures that may have arisen.
But even independent leaders can find themselves at the mercy of the
formal hierarchy and the dominant culture within the agency on the whole.
Bates, for example, disagreed with the need for creating a new maximumsecurity prison at Alcatraz to house the infamous gangsters, kidnappers, and
racketeers arrested by the FBI. Attorney General Homer Cummings proposed
the idea in 1933 as part of a coordinated campaign to raise the profile of federal
policing. Despite his doubts about the wisdom of the proposal, Bates ultimately
relented.243 And it is hard to believe that the Bureau wanted its CCC policy
second-guessed and ultimately overruled.
Thus, even with a fairly strong subculture, there have been limits to
BOP’s independence, as Part I explained, and over time, there are ways in
which the dominant mission will erode those subcultures to the extent there is a
conflict. Thus, we now have a BOP that has kept quiet as its population as
soared, and it has failed to address pressing corrections issues that some of its
state counterparts are meeting head-on. The rehabilitative culture within the
Bureau has faded, and it has become part of the team that furthers the
Department’s larger mission of prioritizing law enforcement interests.
And given the political pressures that emphasize law enforcement and
being tough on crime, one can expect that the culture of the Department will
continue to be dominated by those interests.
Monitoring has also been critical to the focus on law enforcement at the
expense of other interests. The Department is able to maintain the law
enforcement culture by keeping tabs on its subdivisions. For instance, as noted,
the Pardon Attorney must report to the Deputy Attorney General, so the DAG is
well-positioned to check what it sees as excess pardon grant recommendations.
The DAG also exercises oversight of the Bureau of Prisons. The BOP must
seek the DAG’s approval for compassionate release decisions. Any testimony
by DOJ bureaus or divisions must clear the Office of Legislative Affairs.244 As
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Paul Giannelli has documented, the Department has also kept a close watch on
NIJ studies of forensic science. With this intense monitoring in place, it is
harder for the subdivisions to pursue an agenda without the DOJ noticing,
particularly when in many cases preclearance is required. These subdivisions
cannot even mobilize support because they cannot get a project off the ground
without DOJ’s blessing.
Thus, a combination of culture and formal structures within the
Department provide the mechanisms by which the dominant mission gets
enforced and any conflicting missions will be stifled.
III.

INSTITUTIONAL REFORM

Thus far, the aim of this Article has been to make the case that the
current institutional arrangement is flawed if the goal is to have an agency
consider questions of corrections, clemency, and forensics without a
prosecutorial bias. This section turns to the question of what institutional
reforms make the most sense in each of these contexts. Section A first
considers where the incentives for institutional reform lie. Section B then
provides an overview of the kinds of institutional reforms that are available.
A.

The Motivation for Change

The same political economy that pushes law enforcement concerns to
the top of DOJ’s agenda creates an obstacle to any institutional change. Indeed,
the current institutional design of law enforcement dominance – though initially
a product of historical accident and later path dependency – may be precisely
the model most politicians would select today if operating on a blank slate.
Where, then, could the motivation arise for making a change? This section
considers separately the politics in each of the three areas under discussion.
1. Corrections
A main reason for prosecutorial administration is the increasingly
dysfunctional political landscape in which criminal justice policy is addressed
at the federal level. When federal criminal law was itself largely outside of the
political fray and used sparingly, it did not matter much that DOJ also exercised
responsibility for related criminal justice matters, including corrections. This
explains why the BOP’s early history is one of relative independence. Federal
corrections could become in many ways a model regime because it was
operating outside the political sphere. Even today, the conditions of
confinement within federal facilities are still laudable as compared to the
states.245
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But when the politics of crime started to shift, so, too, did the ability of
the BOP to resist pressures on it. Thus, the BOP is now the subject of criticism
for its silence on the question of overcrowding and the need for downsizing its
population, for how it has addressed new populations (including women and
immigrants), and for its inability to resist attacks on its use of community
confinement centers.246 To be sure, these could be seen as relatively minor
criticisms, especially as compared to the most stark conflicts and pressures seen
in clemency and forensics. But these are likely harbingers of things to come.
BOP is poorly positioned to be an independent voice on corrections because it
must speak through a DOJ mouthpiece that filters corrections concerns to
correspond to prosecutors’ interests, which are to maintain longer sentences and
conditions of confinement that give prosecutors greater bargaining leverage so
they can win more of their cases. Prosecutors do not have the same long term
interest in reintegrating offenders into society after they have served their
sentences, keeping incarceration costs down to free up funds for other law
enforcement expenditures such as policing, or lowering recidivism risks by
offering programming in prisons or alternatives to incarceration.
The question is where are the incentives for modifying this state of
affairs? Prosecutors are unlikely to move for a change, because the current
regime gives them the power they feel they need to win their cases. Congress,
too, is unlikely to be a key mover for change. To be sure, many state
legislatures have been reforming their sentencing and corrections policies (such
as releasing prisoners early or scaling down the sentences for nonviolent
crimes) in the wake of the economic downturn because of tightened state
budgets.247 But Congress typically pays little attention to corrections
expenditures because they are such a small part of the federal budget and
because the benefits of tough on crime politics have thus far been viewed as
246
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greater than any efforts toward fiscal restraint in crime spending.248 Some
conservatives have started to call attention to the fiscal issue of incarceration,
with Right on Crime assembling a list of notable Republicans who seek
corrections reform.249 But as of yet, this has not produced a legislative
response. Congress, as has become apparent, is increasingly unable to pass
legislation opposed by a significant bloc, and certainly any corrections reform
would be met with strong resistance, particularly by individual legislators
worried about being viewed as soft on crime should they face a challenge to
their seats.
The courts might spur action by ruling certain corrections practices
unconstitutional. For example, California corrections is undergoing a massive
overhaul in the wake of decisions finding its overcrowded prison conditions to
amount to cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth
Amendment.250 But the odds are long that a decision along these lines will be
forthcoming, not to mention an institutional response to such a decision that
involves institutional change in corrections as opposed to a narrow response to
whatever defect the court were to identify.
A more likely source for prompting change would be an executive with
a strong vision for reforming corrections. There are few signs of this happening
in the current political climate. But as mass incarceration stays with us, its
glaring racial disparities continue, and the economic and social consequences it
leaves in its wake continue to mount, it is possible that a President will
eventually seek a new model. To pursue that new model, the President would
likely have to override what will be a push by his Attorney General and other
law enforcement officials to maintain the status quo.
It is a tall order. But it is not impossible to envision a President who is
sufficiently concerned with America’s outlier status in the world for its use of
248
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incarceration. And the fact that the federal system is now the most punitive of
all within the United States may well prompt a sufficiently interested leader to
act. It is a costly system, and it is far from clear that it yields benefits to justify
those costs. Thus a President interested in cost-benefit analysis more generally
might decide to analyze corrections more rigorously. And a more rigorous
analysis should be an objective inquiry that includes the benefits to prosecutors
but does not stop the analysis there.
2. Clemency
The politics of clemency bears a strong resemblance to the politics of
corrections, but there are differences. Congress’s incentives in both contexts
are largely the same. Congress has paid little attention to the President’s use of
the pardon power except in instances where it has seemed that the President has
been too generous with his clemency grants.251 To the extent there has been
any political push to shape the exercise of the clemency power, it has been in
the direction of curbing clemency grants still further. For instance, in the wake
of President Ford’s decision to pardon Richard Nixon, Walter Mondale
proposed a “constitutional amendment to empower two-thirds majorities in
both houses of Congress to disapprove of presidential pardons.”252 Republicans
in Congress introduced similar measures in the wake of President Clinton’s
outgoing pardon of Mark Rich and other close associates and friends.253 To be
sure, some critics aired their concerns about the atrophy of presidential
clemency at the congressional hearings, but Members of Congress paid little
attention.254 Instead, congressmen present at the hearings seemed more
interested in finding ways to give prosecutors more power over pardons. Asa
Hutchinson, for example, queried whether it was important to codify a
requirement that prosecutors be notified of a pending pardon application. Bob
Goodlatte similarly wondered whether Congress could, under its Necessary and
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Proper Clause authority, require the President to consult with prosecutors
before issuing a pardon.255
Congress’s treatment of the pardon authority shows that, if change is
going to come, it is more likely need to emerge from a presidential
administration committed to maximizing the influence of professional
judgment, untainted by bias and competing interests. Here, the prospect for
reform might be slightly more promising than it is for corrections, though
admittedly still somewhat bleak.
For a time early in his Administration, it appeared that President
Obama might provide an example of how leadership in this field could take
hold. When President Obama took office, incoming White House counsel Greg
Craig proposed that an “independent commission of former judges, prosecutors,
defense attorneys and representatives of faith-based groups” take responsibility
for making pardon recommendations to the President.256 Craig enjoyed the
backing of Deputy Attorney General David Ogden – a noteworthy base of
support given that Ogden’s office would be the one that would lose power if
such reforms were adopted. But this proposal never gained traction. Both Craig
and Ogden resigned before their proposal could be put in place. Instead, the
White House proposed a review of criteria for granting clemency under the
existing regime.257
Despite the lack of reform so far, there are reasons to believe a future
president (or even President Obama) might yet be open to change. The pardon
power has become a source of embarrassment for recent presidents, and it is
largely the result of institutional dysfunction. The controversy over the pardon
of Mark Rich resulted in part because of President Clinton’s “dissatisfaction
with the general approach to clemency cases being taken by his own Justice
Department” that led him, ultimately, to “[rely] instead on his own White
House staff and any other sources of advice he found useful.”258 President
George W. Bush also experienced difficulties with the Justice Department
because of its stinginess with favorable pardon recommendations:
In 2006, White House Counsel Harriet Miers became so
frustrated with the paucity of recommended candidates that she
met with [Pardon Attorney] Adams and his boss, Deputy
Attorney General Paul McNulty. Adams said he told Miers that
255
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if she wanted more recommendations, he would need more
staff. Adams said he did not get any extra help. Nothing
changed. “It became very frustrating, because we repeatedly
asked the office for more favorable recommendations for the
president to consider,” said Fielding, who was Bush’s last
White House counsel. “But all we got were more
recommendations for denials.”259
The disagreement between the White House and the Justice Department
grew still more heated as Bush neared the end of his presidency, as the Pardon
Office continued to recommend against clemency in almost all cases. Bush was
thus forced, like Clinton, to work outside the system, which resulted in his own
ill-considered pardon to a New York real estate developer that drew extensive
negative publicity and that Bush ultimately was forced to revoke.260
And those are not the only controversies. Recently, ProPublica and the
Washington Post have published a series of alarming articles about flaws with
the clemency power. One article examined racial disparities in clemency
grants, noting that “[w]hite criminals seeking presidential pardons over the past
decade have been nearly four times as likely to succeed as minorities.”261
Another article documented that “applicants with a member of Congress in
their corner were three times as likely to win a pardon as those without such
backing.”262
Still more recent coverage has highlighted the Justice Department’s
role in concealing the institutional support from both the prosecuting attorney
and trial judge for the pardon of Clarence Aaron, currently serving three life
terms for a first-time drug offense.263 This latest revelation has spurred yet
another round of condemnation in the press, prompted Representative John
Conyers to call for an investigation,264 and led a group of academics to call for
259
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congressional hearings on how DOJ uses its pardon authority.265 In the wake of
media stories on Aaron’s case, once again the Obama Administration is
signaling receptivity to reform, noting that it is preparing for a “comprehensive,
independent study” of “how petitions for pardon are adjudicated and whether
any discernible bias exists.”266
Whether meaningful change to the pardon process comes as a result
remains to be seen,267 but these kinds of controversies provide illustrations of
what might ultimately lead a President to seek broader institutional changes to
the current structure.
As Presidents near the end of their terms in office and focus on their
legacies more than reelection, they typically want to exercise their clemency
power to show that they have the ability and leadership to forgive and believe
in redemption. No President wants to be known historically as unforgiving and
too fearful to give anyone a second chance. Thus Presidents typically want to
grant pardons and commutations when they reach the end of their time in
office, and they need a functioning system so they can do it intelligently.
It is also possible that a President will simply have a personal
conviction that clemency is a core executive duty to be exercised. It is,
admittedly, hard not to be a cynic and dismiss this possibility out of hand, but
some governors provide an example of just this kind of leadership. When he
was governor of Arkansas, Mike Huckabee granted clemency to more than
1,000 individuals, and many of those grants took place in his first term.268
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Former Virginia Governor Timothy Kaine similarly granted a large number of
pardons and commutations.269 Huckabee and Kaine’s attitude toward clemency
was driven in part by religious and moral convictions.270 Robert Ehrlich, the
former governor of Maryland, was also active with his pardon power, and in his
case, it was a deep belief in the constitutional duty of the executive to take that
power seriously.271 It remains possible, albeit unlikely, that a President may
share these views.
3. Forensics
Forensics provides probably the most likely place for institutional
change. A political push is currently on by scientists, academics, defense
lawyers, and judges,272 all of whom are pointing to the NAS report and its
recommendation for an independent commission. The effort is currently
stalled, but a few more wrongful convictions and post mortems showing lab
failings might tilt the balance.
Indeed, this is an area where Congress might end up leading the charge.
Congress was concerned enough to fund the NAS report. And because
forensics is about identifying the right people, it is easier to tell a political story
in defense of these reforms that does not subject someone to a soft-on-crime
attack. The political strength of the innocence movement is a testament to what
can be done under this banner.273
It is also possible a President with a great enough interest in scientific
objectivity might override Department pleas to keep forensics within its grasp.
Some states have shifted to a more independent forensic agency oversight
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model, so they stand as proof that this is politically feasible.274 For example,
after revelations of abuse and misconduct at its forensic lab, the Houston City
Council voted this year to make it independent of police control.275 And in
2011, North Carolina passed the Forensic Science Act, which creates a forensic
science advisory board designed to eliminate human error in forensic
evaluation, require certification of forensic science professionals, and
implement other best practices.276 The fact there has been political will in the
states suggests that it could exist at the federal level as well.
4. The Long View
There is no denying that the current politics of criminal law make big
changes tough to envision. Prosecutorial administration reflects prosecutorial
and law enforcement power. Those same powers will fight any efforts that they
see as undermining their ability to win cases. Indeed, we have already seen this
resistance when efforts have been made to shift authority from DOJ.
But a President concerned with law enforcement should look closely at
the current set-up, because it leaves much to be desired. It is a system focused
on the short-term interests of prosecutors – winning cases here and now – and
the short-term electoral interests of politicians worried about creating
soundbites instead of real policy reforms that look to longer term interests.
In fact, the current system of mass incarceration may not be in the longterm interests of the country. It is extremely costly, in terms of actual dollars
spent and the social costs to communities. And it may be criminogenic –
producing more criminals than it deters.277 Corrections reform might therefore
produce less crime and at a lower cost – as the states are finding out.278
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Clemency reform may also improve public safety, allowing individuals to
reintegrate into society instead of facing obstacles because of their criminal
records. It may serve as a needed corrective to mandatory sentences that should
have never been meted out in the first place. Forensic science reforms could
similarly make the system better by ensuring we convict the right people.
Currently, though, we have no way of knowing if we are reaching the
right results in these areas based on an objective assessment because the
decision-makers are not objective. Forensic science reforms may make sense in
the long-term but if they cause upheaval in cases in the short-term, prosecutors
may resist when an objective assessment would argue in favor of taking the
long view. Prosecutors are similarly poorly positioned to play a decisionmaking role in clemency when those decisions second-guess prosecution
decisions. And corrections determinations should likewise stretch beyond what
prosecutors think they need for bargaining or for deterrence.
It may turn out that prosecutors make the right policy call in many of
these areas. But it is asking a lot of prosecutors to expect them to step outside
of themselves to reach decisions that may undercut their own interests. Even
when they act in good faith – as the most likely do – cognitive biases may blind
them to the strength of opposing arguments.279
Sound institutional design should take these conflicts and biases into
account to allow for better decisionmaking. Indeed, this is the motivation
behind our entire system of government and the separation of powers.280
Unfortunately, these lessons were forgotten when DOJ began accumulating
additional powers. But for a leader who wants to improve decision-making, it
is never too late to shift course.
B.

The Nature of Institutional Reform

If one wants to improve upon the current institutional design, the next
question is how. It is beyond the scope of this article to catalog and evaluate
every institutional possibility and its likelihood for success because there are so
many unique dynamics that require detailed and separate evaluation. This
279
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section provides an overview of some of the main design options and the issues
they raise, moving from reforms that could take place if these functions stay
within the Department to options for moving these functions elsewhere.
1. Changes within the existing DOJ structure.
One possible avenue – and the one that would require the least amount
of political capital to be spent – is to make changes while keeping corrections,
clemency, and forensics within DOJ. Margaret Love has at times urged
changes of this nature. She has proposed, for instance, placing the Attorney
General once again in charge of the pardon authority, instead of having the
Pardon Attorney report to the DAG.281 She has similarly called for changes in
BOP leadership, as opposed to wholesale removal of the BOP from DOJ. As
she puts it, “[i]f the right candidate can be found, perhaps it will not be
necessary to consider a more complete separation of prisons and
prosecutors.”282 And there are some components within DOJ (such as the
Office of the Solicitor General and the Office of Legal Counsel) that are, in
fact, more independent, showing that it is possible to create independence even
when an agency exists within the larger Department.
The key is determining what mechanisms would make corrections,
clemency, and forensics more independent, given that they do not have the
same lineage of independence as the SG’s Office or OLC. Those offices are
protected, in the words of Adrian Vermeule, “by unwritten conventions that
constrain political actors from attempting to bully or influence them.”283 But we
have already seen that corrections, clemency, and forensics lack those same
protections. While the early history of the BOP seems to be characterized by
similar conventions, times have changed, and all of these functions now seem
heavily patrolled by DOJ without much concern about their independence.
So what can be done? Love is correct to call attention to leadership.
Leaders matter. A leader willing to call out what he or she sees as too much
political pressure by DOJ could raise the political stakes of DOJ’s decisions by
drawing media attention to the issue. So choosing independent-minded and
visionary leaders who are willing in some cases to stand up for their division’s
independent judgment could make a difference.
But even the strongest leader will struggle against the kind of
institutional pressure that comes from pursuing an agenda that conflicts (or is
perceived to conflict) with an organization’s primary mission. Not every
281
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decision can be a battle, and resisting comes at a great political cost to those
leaders. Their future employment and political connections hang in the
balance. Moreover, getting that kind of leader appointed in the first place will
be difficult, in light of the Department’s interest in maintaining control over its
current fields of operation.
The emphasis should therefore focus on structural changes and not
simply personnel decisions. The harder it is for prosecutors to exercise
authority within the Department, the easier it is for a subculture to develop that
focuses on other interests. Love’s particular proposal to shift pardon oversight
to the AG, however, is of a type that seems less likely to matter. The AG will
ultimately want to make his or her law enforcement personnel happy because
that is the mission of the Department that gets the most attention. Congress
will be more supportive of the Department if it focuses on that primary goal,
and the President shares the same agenda. It seems unlikely, then, that AG
supervision will in practice be any different than DAG supervision.
Other internal DOJ reforms might be more promising, particularly if
they could give the agencies responsible for corrections, clemency, and
forensics greater operational independence and make their decisions less
transparent to DOJ leadership. The key, here, however is that complete
operational independence makes the placement of these agencies within DOJ
meaningless. Obviously the reason they are there – and that DOJ fights to keep
them there – is so they can be under some degree of control. So the question is
what aspects of their operation could be more independent without undermining
the reasons that DOJ wants them there in the first place.
If these agencies could shield more of their decisions from direct
oversight, they would have greater independence, because DOJ would not be
aware of everything they were doing. But presumably one of the main reasons
DOJ wants these functions in-house is to be able to keep tabs on what is going
on and to ask for reports on what these units are doing. Indeed, it is hard to
make sense of a division being within a larger agency if it does not mean
reporting obligations. And that monitoring means that DOJ is well positioned
to block any efforts it does not like.
Other forms of operational independence might be less threatening to
what it means for a unit to be “in” DOJ. One possibility is to create funding
independence. That is, perhaps these agencies could be funded directly,
without having to get budget allocations from DOJ. This could mean less
funding overall, because these units would lose DOJ’s powerful political
muscle for appropriations.284 And control over funding might be another one of
those features that DOJ deems essential to what it means for a division or office
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to be within the Department.285 But if funding independence were possible, it
would certainly give these divisions greater leverage to resist Department
pressures.286
Another source of independence would be to give these subunits
litigation authority. This would be more valuable for BOP than the others,
because it is involved in a fair amount of ligation. But this also seems to go to
the heart of what it means to have a division within DOJ. The general rule is
that DOJ retains litigation authority over all executive agencies, even those
outside of DOJ,287 so presumably it would fight particularly hard to keep its
own divisions under its control.
Perhaps one of the least threatening and most effective options would
be to allow these divisions to communicate directly with Congress and also to
speak to the media without seeking DOJ clearance. Having this line of
communication would mean these divisions would be better able to get political
support for their missions.288 For example, DOJ may perceive a conflict with
law enforcement goals where it does not exist or it is at least arguable which
side is correct. The disagreement may be over short-term and long-term results,
as discussed above. Consider an example involving forensic science reforms.
DOJ may worry that forensic reforms may cast doubt on convictions already
obtained or make it harder to obtain convictions in current cases. So, DOJ
wants to retain control over how this information is used. A forensic agency
within the Department can only make its case to the AG and his delegates, and
if it loses there, that is the end of the matter. But if that forensic agency could
communicate directly with the public and Congress, it would be better
positioned to develop support for its view that, in the long run, better science
means more accurate results that will increase the legitimacy of the system in
the eyes of judges and the public – thus helping to obtain convictions. Right
now, this discussion is internal to DOJ. An agency with greater freedom to
make these claims without DOJ as a filter could potentially get the kind of
285
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political support that is necessary to force DOJ to make changes because they
would have a chance to air these views and see how the public responds. The
Department’s response to the ProPublica and Washington Post reporting on its
prior failure to respond to forensic errors is enlightening in that regard. All the
negative publicity prompted DOJ to take a second look at how it was handling
those cases.
2. Moving these functions to an existing agency other than DOJ.
A second possible institutional fix would be to move these functions
out of DOJ entirely and place them within a different executive agency or
department. For example, some have called for the pardon authority to be
switched to the White House Counsel’s Office.289 Or, to think even further
outside the box, corrections could be placed within the judicial branch insofar
as it is so closely tied to sentencing.290
An institutional shift such as this would add a layer of protection from
prosecutorial pressure by allowing a bypass of Department oversight. In this
arrangement, the AG would not have direct authority over decision making,
either in the form of control over budget requests, the screening of
congressional testimony, or direct supervision and approval of individual
applications for things like pardons or compassionate release requests. It would
also be less controversial to give an agency outside of DOJ independent
litigation authority.
Release from direct DOJ oversight in these ways would be no small
matter. The main advantage would be to make it much costlier for DOJ to
monitor these fields.291 Less monitoring therefore means that more decisions
could escape DOJ notice altogether, except the ones that generate publicity or
buzz. As a result, more policies would be able to go through without a law
enforcement objection.
A major limit to this institutional model is that the agency would still
be competing with some other agency mission. If pardons are placed within the
White House Counsel’s Office, for example, they will vie for resources against
the Counsel’s Office’s many other functions. The Office handles everything
289
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from judicial appointments to the proper use of military force, tackling such
tough issues as the closing of Guantanamo Bay and the use of drone strikes.292
It is hard to imagine pardons winning the battle against those tasks.
Another shortcoming to this approach is that there may not be another
institutional home that makes sense for these functions. The reason these tasks
were put in DOJ in the first instance is that they were related to law
enforcement. Other possible venues may not seem to fit as well. And the less
the fit, the weaker the rationale for putting the agency there because there are
few if any efficiency gains to be had.
3. Creating single-mission agencies.
The most ambitious model would be to create a separate, singlemission agency for each of the tasks293 – so one for corrections, one for
clemency, and one for forensics.294
292
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The main advantage to this approach is that it creates only one goal for
the agency, thus allowing it to lobby for that goal and to generate data that
supports the agency’s mission.295 Presumably, the agency would be funded to
pursue this goal and could more readily communicate its agenda and arguments
to the public or to Congress.296
A single-mission agency could mean less overall funding, given DOJ’s
relative strength to get appropriations (precisely because it is responsible for
law enforcement). But the ability to communicate more directly without DOJ
preclearance would allow the agency more freedom to pursue what it believes
is the wisest path in the area in which it governs. An independent agency that
is studying forensic science, for instance, can use science and peer-reviewed
information to make the strongest case for its reforms. It will have the power of
information and it will not have to go through a Department filter. Similarly, a
pardon office that is not directly within the Department can consider cases
without an eye toward what the DAG – who is responsible for the prosecutors
within that very same agency – will think. Instead, a more independent pardon
board – with enough varying interests and expertise – might produce some
political cover for the President who takes its recommendations. That is far
harder when the recommendations come from the Department. Although an
independent Bureau of Prisons may look much like the Bureau does now, it,
too, would have greater freedom to speak without DOJ clearance, thus allowing
it to get its data and information out there should it seek broader corrections
initiatives. Thus, whatever the benefits of a particular corrections, clemency, or
forensic reform, they would get a full airing.
An additional virtue of this institutional change is that the structure of a
single mission agency can be tailored to what would best serve this single
interest as opposed to worrying about competing interests. A detailed analysis
of what those tailor-made provisions should look like is beyond the scope of
this Article, but a few examples can demonstrate how this approach could be
advantageous.
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Clemency provides one illustration. Many states use boards to make
clemency decisions. And among the states in which pardons are regularly
given to ordinary citizens, the model of using some kind of independent board
seems to be critical. A 2005 study of pardons in the states found nine states
where pardoning is done with some regularity, and among those nine, four
place the pardon power in an independent board, four require the governor and
a board to agree, and one gives the pardon decision to a board of officials that
includes the governor among its members.297 “Thus, in each of these states, an
agency possesses significant, if not exclusive, power to make the pardoning
decision, thereby taking some or all of the political heat off the governor.”298
To be sure, this design is hardly a magic bullet for improving
clemency. In many states that use independent clemency boards, pardons
remain rare.299 So while this model can be an improvement, it is far from a
panacea. But it does seem to be the kind of institutional design change that
holds promise for making a difference, particularly if the agency is set up to be
sensitive to the politics of clemency decisions.300 In the context of clemency, a
key design feature is one that gives the executive some distance from the
decision making process so that decisions can be made without fear that one
bad case will undercut the entire process.
Forensics offers another illustration. A number of states have also
started to experiment with more independent forensic agencies, in many cases
after flaws were revealed with the model that had these agencies too closely
tied to law enforcement.301 Arkansas, for instance, has a crime laboratory that
operates as a separate agency in the executive branch. It has been independent
from the state police force since 1981, and since 1997, it has been housed in a
physical facility outside the police department as well to give it greater
independence.302
Other states have opted for hybrid models, with labs still closely tied to
law enforcement but with research arms that are more independent. For
example, New York’s state forensic laboratories are part of the Division of
State Police. But New York also has a separate Office of Forensic Services
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(OFS), which operates independently of the State Police.303 Maryland, too,
operates under this kind of dual set-up. While the state labs are tied to the
police, the Secretary of the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene has,
since 2007, possessed regulatory oversight of the forensic labs, including
licensing and inspection authority.304 A separate Forensic Laboratory Advisory
Committee305 advises the Secretary on proficiency and certification standards.
Virginia follows a somewhat similar approach. Its state forensic
laboratory operates within the Department of Forensic Services (DFS). The
DFS director reports to the Secretary of Public Safety, who is also responsible
for overseeing the state police, the parole board, correctional system, and the
Department of Criminal Justice Services. So the lab is not fully independent
from law enforcement, though it does operate as a separate division in terms of
funding.306 In addition, in 2005, Virginia created the Forensic Science Board
(FSB) and Scientific Advisory Committee. The FSB has 15-members,
including representatives from various executive agencies, legislative
committee members, and three individuals appointed by the Governor to
represent law enforcement and defense attorney interests.307 The FSB oversees
the budget of the state’s forensic labs and is responsible for long-term
development programs.308 The Scientific Advisory Committee has thirteen
members: the Director of DFS and twelve scientists and laboratory directors
appointed by the Governor.309 It is responsible for establishing new testing
protocols and procedures, developing new scientific programs, establishing
qualifications and standards for laboratory analysis, and, upon request by the
Governor or Board, reviewing reports and conclusions of scientists in state
labs.310
These state clemency and forensic agencies thus illustrate that singlemission bodies can be designed to reflect the interests at stake. This can be
fostered by having a variety of interests be part of the decision-making process
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so that all the stakeholders are involved in devising the right solution.311
Single-mission bodies can also be physically separated, by being housed in
separate buildings, so they are less likely to face social pressures from
individuals with competing interests. Moreover, “an agency with a welldefined mission will tend to attract bureaucrats whose goals are sympathetic to
that mission.”312
There are limits to this approach, of course. The chief one is that the
single-mission agency will still be under the supervision of the President.
Presidents do not win elections by focusing on corrections, clemency, or
forensic science reform. But they do gain political points for being tough on
wrongdoing. And, perhaps equally important, Presidents can lose elections if it
looks like they were soft on crime in a manner that allowed an atrocity to take
place. No President wants to be the target of a Willie Horton-type ad because
he gave a pardon to someone who goes on to commit a brutal crime or if a
killer’s freedom can be traced to a corrections reform on where offenders are
placed.
If the Department is telling the White House that the reforms proposed
by another agency are a bad idea – and one would fully expect that to be the
case given that the Department currently opposes such reforms while these
issues are within its control – it is hard to imagine the White House being
disinterested. The Department’s goals are likely to trump the other interests for
the same reasons those law enforcement goals win out within the Department.
The biggest difference with this kind of set-up is that the Department is
less likely to resist on the same number of issues. For starters, the Department
will not know about the same number of issues because monitoring will be
more difficult and costly. Even when the Department does find out about
reforms it does not like, the President’s time and energy is limited, and the
Department is not going to want to go to the President’s inner circle every time
it disagrees with another agency. As a result, some initiatives may well get past
that would otherwise be stopped within the Department.
Moreover, the fact that prosecutors remain a critical part of the process
in some number of the decisions in these categories is not a bad thing.
Prosecutors should be key inputs into the decision making process. They have
important information to add about law enforcement objectives and corrections
and how a corrections environment may or may not affect deterrence.
Similarly, prosecutors who work on a particular case are key sources when a
defendant seeks clemency and should always be consulted for their view of the
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facts and the law.313 And no forensic science program should ignore how
forensics are actually used by police and prosecutors.
The key is to make them valuable inputs into the ultimate decision, not
to make them the final decision maker.
CONCLUSION
Proponents of a unitary executive model and the consolidation of
power in one place often overlook the fact that placing multiple responsibilities
with one actor comes at a cost. In particular, not all responsibilities will be
treated equally, and when functions conflict with each other, some will
dominate because of the politics at play. This has been the case with the
Department of Justice’s hegemony over varied criminal justice areas. They
have not all been treated equally. The law enforcement objectives of
prosecutors have trumped other concerns. As a result decisions about
corrections, clemency, and forensics have not been objectively evaluated but
have instead been colored by prosecutorial objectives.
The aim of this article has been to document this regime of
prosecutorial administration and explain why prosecution interests have
dominated and will dominate unless attention is paid to the institutional design
of where authority for these responsibilities should rest. In the search for
alternatives, the key is to place the valuable law enforcement perspective of
prosecutors in its proper role – as one perspective. Other perspectives are also
important. Empirical studies about corrections and risk matter. When clemency
is sought, specific information about the facts of a case and the individuals
involved matter, as does their behavior since their convictions. The science of
forensics matters. But these other sources of information risk being ignored or
downplayed if everything is viewed through prosecutors’ unique perspective on
law enforcement. The risk of prosecutorial administration is that even the most
well-meaning law enforcement officials – and this Article assumes that the
officials in the Department are well meaning and operate in good faith – can
suffer from cognitive biases. Ultimately, we need sound criminal justice
administration and that will come from many sources, not just those charged
with prosecuting cases.
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